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Abstract
Systematic characterization of hybrid incompatibility (HI) between related species
remains the key to understanding speciation. The genetic basis of HI has been
intensively studied in Drosophila species, but remains largely unknown in other
species, including nematodes. The recent discovery of a C. briggsae sister species, C.
nigoni, has opened up the possibility of dissecting the genetic basis of HI in nematode
species. However, the existing nematode genomes are far from satisfaction due to
numerous errors or missing sequences. This thesis aims to improve these genomes and
to establish methodologies to facilitate the study of speciation genetics using the two
species.
Unlike the relatively short reads produced by next-generation sequencing (NGS)
platforms, the reads generated with third-generation sequencing (TGS) platforms,
including nanopore sequencing from Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) and single
molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing from Pacific Biosciences (PacBio), are usually
long, which are up to 2 million bps. These so-called long reads are expected to facilitate
numerous applications, including de novo genome assembly with improved continuity
and genome finishing by closing gaps usually left by repetitive sequences. Even in the
“finished” C. elegans genome, there are still many gaps caused by repetitive sequences,
for example, those by ribosomal DNA (rDNA) clusters.
ii

In this thesis, I first used TGS (interchangeable with long-read sequencing) methods to
close the gaps left by the tandemly repetitive rDNAs in both C. elegans and C. briggsae.
I found that the rDNA units have undergone a wide range of variations between and
intra-strains, including insertions and deletions (INDELs) and single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs), which allow unambiguous placement of individual units
within the rDNA cluster. Intriguingly, the arrangement and composition of individual
rDNA units can serve as a reliable marker for inference of strain origin not only
between strains but also between populations within a single strain. I also demonstrated
that the genomic environment of the rDNA cluster is compatible with RNA polymerase
II transcription. Next, I developed a pipeline for physical mapping of genomic fosmids
using ONT sequencing, which was used to complement the HI loci resulted from C.
nigoni genome. Lastly, I improved a C. briggsae transgenesis method with a single
copy of insertion, with which I successfully generated 54 transgenic lines expressing
dominant markers. These markers were intensively used to identify HI loci between
the two closely related species. Overall, this thesis provides an invaluable resource for
the study of speciation genetics and illustrates the power of ONT DNA sequencing in
genome finishing

iii
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Chapter 1 Literature Review
1.1 Long-read sequencing in genome finishing
NGS has played a dominant role in genome assembly in the past two decades. Based
on sequencing-by-synthesis strategy, NGS techniques massively sequence millions of
short DNA fragments in parallel and generate tens of millions of short reads with a high
accuracy. However, either the NGS reads (usually <250 bp in length) or the Sanger
sequencing reads (~1 kb) are insufficient for performing de novo assembly of genomes,
especially those rich in repetitive sequences (Koepfli, Paten, & O’Brien, 2015).
Because NGS-read-based genome assemblers employ the classical overlap graph, De
Bruijn graph, or string graph strategy, repetitive regions with repeats longer than the
read length, such as rDNAs, and long simple repeats, such as telomeres and
centromeres, cannot be accurately assembled. Consequently, a single or a few copies
of the repeat were placed in its reference genome (Miga et al., 2020). Similarly, NGS
reads fail to correctly assemble transposable elements (TEs), and regions containing
duplications, or chromosomal rearrangements (Jain, Koren, et al., 2018).

To resolve these complex genomic regions, a more expensive hierarchical shotgun
sequencing strategy involving bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) was adopted
1

(Osoegawa, 2001). Here, chromosomal DNA is fragmented and transformed into a
BAC, whose insert length can reach ~150 kb. The shotgun-sequenced BAC provides
overlapping DNA fragments that can be used for genome assembly. In metazoans, the
C. elegans genome was the first “finished” genome using this strategy. Specifically,
DNA fragments were cloned into genomic vectors cosmid or yeast artificial
chromosomes (YACs). A physical map was built based on the restriction fragment
length polymorphism of the inserts within either of the vectors. The inserted fragments
with established overlapping parts were Sanger sequenced to generate genome
assembly (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998). Despite its high accuracy,
the strategy has not been widely adopted for subsequent genome sequencing due to its
prohibitive costs. Given that short sequencing reads cannot be used to resolve long
repetitive regions, long-read sequencing seems a promising strategy for genome
finishing.

An NGS-based long-read sequencing technique called synthetic long-read (SLR)
technology was launched by Illumania (Voskoboynik et al., 2013). The SLR reads were
generated by assembly of NGS short reads up to approximately 10 kb in size. About 10
kb genomic fragments were clonally PCR-amplified, sheared, and labeled with unique
barcodes. The sheared DNA fragments were then sequenced using NGS. Such short
reads generated from each clone were readily assembled as longer “reads” with relative
2

ease due to the limited sequence complexity. Hence, the resulting reads were called
synthetic-long reads. SLR technology was used to improve the accuracy of human and
C. elegans genome assembly and rapid de novo genome assembly (Kuleshov, Snyder,
& Batzoglou, 2016; R. Li et al., 2015). However, SLR reads failed to span some
repetitive regions especially those with tandem repeats. Resolving such repetitive
regions demands a longer sequencing read that span the entire or a subpart of the
repetitive region, which allows differentiation of each repeat unit by for instance
sequence variants.

TGS platforms use single-molecule sequencing technologies to generate reads that are
100- to 1000-fold longer than those from NGS platforms (Miga et al., 2020; Wenger et
al., 2019). In the past decade, most intensively used TGS platforms included PacBio
SMRT sequencing and ONT nanopore sequencing. In PacBio sequencing, sequence
information was captured during target DNA replication using a fixed DNA polymerase
at the bottom of each sequencing unit called zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) (Eid et al.,
2009). Target DNAs are ligated with hairpin adaptor at both ends to form a circular
template (SMRTbell). The polymerase can bind to either hairpin adaptor of the
SMRTbell and start the replication. Four fluorescent-labeled nucleotides, which
generate distinct emission spectrums, are added to the SMRT cell. From each ZMW,
real-timing recording of the fluorescence signal from each incorporated nucleotide
3

during replication allows base calling for a DNA fragment of 10–30 kb in length with
base-called error rate < 1% (Amarasinghe et al., 2020). Meanwhile, in ONT sequencing,
a genetically engineered transmembrane protein Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A
(MspA) is conjugated to a mutated phi29 DNA polymerase (DNAP), a highly
processive polymerase with strong strand displacement activity. The double-stranded
DNA is unwound once captured by the phi29 DNAP, and the generated single-stranded
DNA can then be translocated into the MspA pore base-by-base, leading to altered ionic
current signals corresponding individual nucleotides (Jain, Koren, et al., 2018). Based
on these signals, the DNA base information and corresponding modifications can be
inferred using a well-trained base-calling algorithm. Notably, an optimized DNA ultralong ONT sequencing method can generate reads that are up 2 Mbp in length.

To date, studies of genome structure, chromosomal rearrangement and gene
duplications have frequently employed either PacBio or ONT sequencing (Kim et al.,
2019; Tyson et al., 2018). Smaller genomes assembled using long reads combined with
NGS techniques are significantly better than the previous assemblies in contig
continuity and repetitive regions (Wick, Judd, Gorrie, & Holt, 2017). For example, the
human Y chromosome was the first “finished” chromosome in terms of sequence using
ONT reads (Jain, Olsen, et al., 2018), followed by the X chromosome (Miga et al.,
2020). In the human X chromosome, the 3.1-Mb α-satellite array, i.e., centromere, was
4

assembled using PacBio and transposon-based ultra-long ONT reads. Meanwhile, other
long-repetitive regions were spanned by long reads. Recently, the human chromosome
8 was assembled from telomere to telomere using ONT reads (Logsdon et al., 2020).
The regions assembled with only ONT reads are error-prone. Therefore, PacBio highfidelity (HiFi) reads or other high accuracy reads are required to polish the assembled
region to improve the base accuracy.

1.2 Status of nematode genome assembly
The C. elegans genome was the first completely sequenced genome with no gap, which
serve as a pioneer for de novo genome assembly in other species, including human. It
is ~100 Mb in length and comprises of five autosomes, one sex chromosome (X), and
a mitochondria genome (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998). TEs constitute
~12% of the C. elegans genome with different types of repeats and various sequence
contents. The TEs in the C. elegans genome range from 1 to 3 kb in length and carry
very similar sequences at different loci, thus hindering short read-dependent genome
assembly (Tyson et al., 2018). Meanwhile, the genomic regions containing short
repeats such as the positioning sequence on X (pSX1) or telomere, are problematic
(Yoshimura et al., 2019). Using SLR reads, some missing sequences have been
identified in the putative gap-free genome (R. Li et al., 2015). Using TGS technologies,
5

the C. elegans N2 genome was reassembled using ONT reads with NGS reads or using
PacBio reads coupled with ONT reads for scaffolding (Tyson et al., 2018; Yoshimura
et al., 2019). Structural variations and missing fragments have also been systematically
investigated. Chromosome rearrangements, including duplications and inversions,
were observed between strains. Intriguingly, intraspecies chromosomal duplication was
found to be responsible for alternative telomere length in ancestral species (Kim et al.,
2019). However, the rDNA clusters mostly consisting of tandem repeats have not been
properly assembled in the holocentric C. elegans genome. Consequently, the long reads
from ONT and PacBio platforms are expected to facilitate C. elegans genome finishing
by closing such gaps. Meanwhile, the variations within the clusters can be further
explored using a collection of sequenced C. elegans wild-isolated strains (Cook,
Zdraljevic, Roberts, & Andersen, 2017).

The genome assembly of a C. elegans companion species, C. briggsae, has been
generated using shotgun Sanger sequencing combined with end sequencing of BACs
and fosmids (Gupta & Sternberg, 2003; Stein et al., 2003). The contigs or supercontigs
were anchored onto chromosomes using genetic markers (Hillier et al., 2007; Ross et
al., 2011), or using synthetic long reads coupled with Hi-C technique (Ren et al., 2018).
However, hundreds of contigs in the C. briggsae reference genome may still be
misassembled as judged by mapping with long reads. In addition, these efforts have
6

failed to resolve the localization and rDNA unit organization within the rDNA clusters.
Meanwhile, the genome assembly of C. nigoni, the sister species of C. briggsae, also
contains many gaps with numerous contigs not anchored onto any chromosome even
with PacBio long reads (Yin et al., 2018). The genome of C. remanei, a related species
of C. elegans, has recently been assembled using PacBio long reads, Hi-C scaffolding,
and NGS reads polishing with chromosomal continuity (Teterina, Willis, & Phillips,
2020). Although the genomes of C. remanei and C. inopinata were assembled using
PacBio long reads, the highly repetitive rDNA clusters remained unresolved. Notably,
the genome assemblies of other Caenorhabditis species have mostly been assembled
using NGS reads into contigs with no knowledge of chromosomal localization (Stevens
et al., 2019).

1.3 Caenorhabditis species as a model for HI study
HI plays a significant role in speciation by introducing reproduction isolation between
populations. The process of speciation can be elucidated by studying the genetic and
molecular mechanisms of HI. Although genetic mechanisms underlying HI have been
extensively investigated in Drosophila, previously identified HI genes show poor
conservation between phylogenetic groups. Hence, studying the mechanisms of HI in
other taxa is essential to gain a global view of speciation. In the Caenorhabditis genus,
7

C. elegans is an excellent model to study the mechanisms of developmental control,
signal transduction, neurobiology, sex determination, and evolution. C. elegans has a
short life cycle of ~3 days from fertilization to reproduction at 20ºC and carries a
relatively small genome size compared with other species. It can be easily cultured with
transparent body throughout life cycle. Thus, C. elegans is a convenient model for
studying of cell fate specification and morphogenesis in vivo.

The hermaphroditic reproductive mode of C. elegans with facultative outcrossing
enables the HI study among C. elegans wild isolates (Kiontke et al., 2011). The
“finished” genome makes C. elegans a promising model for comparative genomic
studies. Despite with hundreds of its wild isolates sampled worldwide, C. elegans has
contributed little to HI studies (Ben-David, Burga, & Kruglyak, 2017; Seidel, Rockman,
& Kruglyak, 2008). Notably, numerous Caenorhabditis species have recently been
isolated in recent years (Félix, Braendle, & Cutter, 2014; Kiontke et al., 2011; Stevens
et al., 2019), which paves the way for interspecies HI study using nematode species.
Félix M-A et al. have proposed a streamlined phylogenetic system for diagnosing
species in the evolutionary tree (Félix et al., 2014). The Elegans supergroup comprises
21 species with similar morphology and developmental patterns, 10 of which were
subjected to pairwise hybridization tests (Baird & Seibert, 2013). Most of the resultant
hybrids were arrested or dead before hatching, and only six pairs in the mating tests
8

yielded adult hybrids, four of which have fertile F1. These hybridization results
demonstrate that HI studies using the Elegans supergroup members become feasible.
For example, the hybrid males suffered more HI phenotypes than the hybrid females,
supporting Haldane’s rule. In Caenorhabditis species, males are haploid for the X
chromosome and diploid for five autosomes, whereas females/hermaphrodites are
diploid for all chromosomes, including the X chromosome, thereby facilitating the
study of Haldane’s rule in nematodes (Haag, 2005). However, the genetic and
molecular mechanisms of the observed HI remain largely unknown (Yu Bi et al., 2015;
Delph & Demuth, 2016).

1.3.1 Intraspecific HI in C. elegans

HI studies on Caenorhabditis lag far behind those in the Drosophila species. Only a
couple of HI genes were identified in the intraspecies hybrids of C. elegans. The first
one is peel-1 (paternal effect epistatic embryonic lethal–1)/zeel-1 (zygotic epistatic
embryonic lethal–1) (Seidel et al., 2008). The F1 hybrid of the C. elegans Bristol (N2)
strain and Hawaii (CB4856) strain showed normal phenotypes. However, a high
embryonic lethality was observed in the selfing or sibling crossing progeny of F1
hybrids. Further backcrossing of the hybrid to parental strains indicates that HI is due
to a paternal effect (Fig. 1.1) (Seidel et al., 2011). Using the 10 generations of
9

recombinant inbred lines with SNP markers, the paternal sperm-delivered toxin gene
(peel-1) on chromosome I was identified to be responsible for late-stage embryo
lethality. In detail, the peel-1/zeel-1 gene pair exists in the Bristol strain but is absent
in the Hawaii strain. The toxicity of the membrane protein PEEL-1 can be neutralized
using zygotically expressed ZEEL-1 in the Bristol strain. In this scenario, the F2
embryos without any copy of zeel-1 in their genome will be arrested due to muscle and
epidermal tissue defects at the 2-fold stage. Intriguingly, adult worms with zeel-1 in
their genome can be killed by high doses of PEEL-1 induced by heat shock, indicating
that the toxicity of PEEL-1 is dosage-dependent (Frøkjær-Jensen, Davis, Ailion, &
Jorgensen, 2012; Seidel et al., 2011).

10

Fig. 1.1 Paternal effect of zygotic lethality from sperm-derived PEEL-1. Orange
and green indicate Bristol (N2) and Hawaii (CB4856) haplotypes, respectively. The
proportions of arrested embryos are represented below the strategy of crossing tests.

The second characterized intraspecies HI gene pair in C. elegans is sup-35
(Suppressor–35)/pha-1 (Defective pharynx development–1) (Ben-David et al., 2017).
Although the F1 hybrid of the N2 strain and DL238 strain showed normal phenotypes,
high embryonic lethality was observed in their selfing or sibling crossing progeny,
given that the parents carry a null allele of peel-1/zeel-1. Further backcrossing of the
hybrid to parental strains indicates that HI is tightly linked to maternal effects (Fig. 1.2).
From the 8 rounds of backcrossing and selection, the maternal-expressed toxin gene
(sup-35) on chromosome III was identified to be responsible for the lethality in the
developing embryos. Meanwhile, the zygotically expressed antidote PHA-1, an
essential gene for the development of pharynx (Schnabel & Schnabel, 1990),
suppresses SUP-35 toxicity and allows normal embryonic development.
11

Fig. 1.2 Maternal-effect HI gene in N2. (A) DL238 male crosses N2 with a null allele
of peel-1/zeel-1. Orange and green indicate N2 and DL238 haplotypes. The proportions
of arrested embryos are represented below the strategy of crossing tests. (B) The
expected F2 progeny lethality in F1 selfing or sibling crossing progeny. Embryos
without zygotically expressed antidotes are expected to be arrested. (C) Lethality of
embryos from F1 hybrid self-fertilized or sibling crossing progeny derived from wildtype N2 and DL238.

Genome sequencing data revealed the divergence of sup-35 coding sequences among
149 strains of C. elegans, as well as the absence of pha-1 in the DL238 strain.
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Meanwhile, two strains (QX1211 and ECA36) were found to contain highly mutated
sup-35 and pha-1 sequences with disrupted proteins by frameshifts. As the HI gene
sup-35 is absent from another four Caenorhabditis species including C. remanei, C.
brenneri, C. briggsae, and C.angaria, this C. elegans intraspecies HI gene pair (sup35/pha-1) is not responsible for the HI in other Caenorhabditis species.

1.3.2 Interspecies HI in Elegans supergroup

Interspecies HI study was first investigated by Woodruff et. al, who focused on the HI
phenotypes in the F1 hybrid and the related backcrossing progeny between two
Caenorhabditis species, i.e., hermaphroditic C. briggsae and dioecious C. nigoni (Fig.
1.3) (Woodruff, Eke, Baird, Félix, & Haag, 2010). The gender of the parental species
affected the level of fitness defects among hybrid males and females. In the reciprocal
crossings, hybrid females were always fertile regardless of crossing direction; whereas,
hybrid males were lethal when sired by C. nigoni but sterile when sired by C. briggsae.
Only the backcrossing progeny fathered by C. nigoni can further propagate. The
lethality of backcrossing progeny sired by C. briggsae has been attributed to
embryogenesis failure (Fig. 1.3 C&E) (Yu Bi et al., 2019; Kozlowska, Ahmad, Jahesh,
& Cutter, 2012; Woodruff et al., 2010). Consequently, further backcrossing can only be
performed in one direction, that is, from C. briggsae to C. nigoni background.
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Subsequent HI investigations between the two species demonstrated that despite the
quantifiable variations in HI traits, cyto-nuclear conflict also contributed to F2
breakdown when sired by C. briggsae (Kozlowska et al., 2012). However, this finding
is controversial and has not been able to be reproduced (Bundus, Alaei, & Cutter, 2015).

Fig. 1.3 Asymmetric HI phenotypes in F1 and backcrossing progeny between C.
briggsae and C. nigoni. (A-B) HI phenotypes in hybrid F1 progeny. (C-F) HI
phenotypes in F1 backcrossing progeny.
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Mitochondrial leakage has been reported in introgression strains (Ross, Howe,
Coleman-Hulbert, Denver, & Estes, 2016). Meanwhile, the HI gene cbr-him-8 from C.
briggsae was reported to be capable of rescuing the lethality of a hybrid male sired by
C. nigoni (Ragavapuram, Hill, & Baird, 2016). However, this finding was challenged
by other researchers owing to a possible experimental mistake (Wick et al., 2017).
Intraspecies HI from cyto-nuclear conflict was also reported in C. briggsae strains
(Chang, Rodriguez, & Ross, 2016); however, unexpected leakage of the paternal
mitochondrial genome was suspected (Ross et al., 2016).

Bi et al. performed genome-wide introgression of C. briggsae genomic fragment into
the C. nigoni genome to identify the HI loci (Yu Bi et al., 2015). By integrating a green
fluorescence protein (GFP)-expressing cassette into the C. briggsae genome, 111
introgression lines were generated based on the roughly even distributed GFP markers
over its genome. This study provides a detailed HI landscape between C. briggsae and
C. nigoni¸ first of its kind in nematode species; however, the specific HI genes or gene
pairs were not identified.

In addition to the HI between C. briggsae and C. nigoni, interspecies HI has been
investigated between C. remanei and C. latens. The two species were geographically
isolated before experimental crossing tests. The fertility of hybrid F1 depended on the
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crossing directions, and hybrid fertile females were found in both directions (Dey, Jeon,
Wang, & Cutter, 2012). However, an apparent F2 breakdown was observed. The F1
sterility loss has been attributed to X-autosome incompatibility, but the specific HI
locus was not identified (Bundus, Wang, & Cutter, 2018).

1.4 Objectives
In this study, to facilitate HI studies in Caenorhabditis species, ONT long-read DNA
sequencing technologies were applied to finish nematode genome assembly in C.
elegans and a subset of its related species and facilitate nematode speciation studies.

Objectives including:

1. Delineate the dynamic rDNA cluster in C. elegans and C. briggsae.

2. Perform parallel ONT sequencing of C. nigoni fosmid libraries.

3. Generate a collection of C. briggsae strains with green and red fluorescence protein
expressing markers integrated into various positions on the chromosomes for HI
screen of interacting loci.

4. Optimize transgenesis method in C. briggsae for generation of single-copy of
transgene.
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Chapter 2 Long read sequencing reveals a dynamic
C. elegans 5S rDNA cluster
2.1 Abstract
Despite the essential function of ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs), which are transcribed from
tandem repetitive DNA regions (rDNA), the evolution and genomic arrangement of
rDNA units have not been thoroughly defined in any species. Here, based on the ultralong reads produced using ONT nanopore sequencing, I delineated the genomic
organizations and structural variations of the 5S rDNA cluster in C. elegans N2 and
CB4856 and C. briggsae AF16. Structural variations were successfully resolved in C.
elegans N2 and its recently derived strains VC2010 and PD1074. Notably, some
variants were unique to N2 but absent in CB4856 and other strains. Meanwhile, the C.
briggsae 5S and 45S rDNA clusters were first confirmed to be localized onto a single
locus on the chromosomes III and V, respectively. The lack of ONT read spanning the
pure tandem region of the 5S rDNA cluster suggests a unknown rDNA activity that
prevents

read

from

extension

during

sequencing.

Preliminary

functional

characterization of the rDNA using reporters inserted inside and outside the rDNA
cluster suggests that the rDNA genomic environment is transcriptionally compatible
with RNA polymerase II in the soma but not in the germline and embryo. My findings
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provide insights into the genomic architectures of rDNAs using long-read sequencing,
which can be readily applied to other species for the closure of genomic gaps.

2.2 Introduction
Eukaryotic rRNAs play a critical role in protein synthesis and are encoded in rDNA
clusters by four rRNA genes, namely 5S, 18S, 5.8S, and 28S rRNAs. In most species,
the 5S rDNA cluster is usually arranged as tandem repeats away from the other three
rRNA genes; this is not the case in yeast (Dammann, Lucchini, Koller, & Sogo, 1993).
The 18S, 5.8S, and 28S rRNAs are generated from a single transcript with 45S rDNA
as the template, which is also arranged as tandemly repeated arrays in the genome.
Following transcription, the transcript is processed into three individual transcripts
(Ellis, Sulston, & Coulson, 1986). In contrast to most mRNAs and microRNAs that are
produced by RNA polymerase II (Pol II) (Lee et al., 2004), 45S rRNAs are transcribed
by RNA polymerase I (Pol I), whereas 5S rRNAs and tRNAs are transcribed by RNA
polymerase III (Pol III). Intriguingly, rRNAs synthesized by RNA pol II can rescue the
phenotype of an rDNA deletion mutant (Wai, Vu, Oakes, & Nomura, 2000), indicating
that rRNAs transcribed by RNA pol II are functional. However, whether the genomic
environment of rDNAs consisting of tandem repeats is only used for rRNA
transcription in metazoans remains unclear.
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The rDNA copy number varies among cells and individuals of different ages (Lu,
Nelson, Watase, Warsinger-Pepe, & Yamashita, 2018; Thompson et al., 2013; Xu et al.,
2017). Copy number variation (CNV) was linked to carcinogenesis (Xu et al., 2017).
Meanwhile, extrachromosomal rDNA circles (ERCs) derived from chromosomal
rDNA repeats can be reintroduced into the host genome in a dose-dependent manner
(Mansisidor et al., 2018), and this further complicates the CNV. However, the
reintroduction of ERCs into the host is not responsible for restoring rDNA copy number
in Drosophila male germline stem cells but a homologous recombination repair
pathway (Lu et al., 2018). Using NGS reads and quantitative PCR, the rDNA CNV
between different wild isolates or mutated strains of C. elegans has been estimated to
range from 33 to 245 copies for the 18S-5.8S-26S (herein, 45S) rDNA and 39 to 438
copies for the 5S rDNA (Farslow et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2013). However, rDNA
CNV during development has not been reported in C. elegans and other nematodes. In
addition to CNV, sequence variation has been observed in rDNAs of the same species
(Bik, Fournier, Sung, Bergeron, & Thomas, 2013; Vierna, Wehner, Höner Zu
Siederdissen, Martínez-Lage, & Marz, 2013).

In eukaryotes, the rRNA genes and the non-transcribed sequences possess
polymorphisms, including SNPs and small INDELs. For example, in mice and humans,
INDELs in the rDNA ranging from 1 to 12 bps in length were frequently identified
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among chromosomes, tissues, individuals, and families (Kuo, Gonzalez, Gillespie, &
Sylvester, 1996; Tseng et al., 2008). Similar polymorphisms in rDNA were also
identified in yeasts (James et al., 2009), flies (Coen, Strachan, & Dover, 1982), and
plants (Garcia, Kovařík, Leitch, & Garnatje, 2017). The C. elegans genome carries only
one type of 5S rDNA units having 5S rRNA coding sequence SNPs (Nelson & Honda,
1985), whereas its sister species, C. briggsae, carries two distinct types of 5S rDNA
units (Nelson & Honda, 1989; Stein et al., 2003). Whether other 5S rDNA variants exist
in the two species has not been thoroughly investigated.

NGS techniques have been extensively used to assemble genomes of various species
in the past decade, thus leading to an exponential increase in genomic data. However,
the genome assembly produced by NGS reads is fragmented due to the presence of
repetitive sequences, especially high tandem sequences, such as centromeric region and
rDNA clusters, most of which are dispersed in various contigs. Repetitive sequences
create a huge challenge for genome assembly using NGS reads because of their
relatively short-read length ranging from 100 to 200 bps. Therefore, additional efforts
have been made to improve the continuity of an assembly, including mate-pair
sequencing of the ends from a large genomic fragment (Murphy et al., 2012),
incorporation of genetic markers or chromatin configuration (Hi-C) (Belton et al.,
2012), and the use of long reads synthesized using NGS short reads (R. Li et al., 2015).
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These steps have significantly improved the continuity of genome assemblies,
especially in case of relatively small genomes.

Owing to its isogenic characteristics, the C. elegans genome is the first metazoan
genome assembled using Sanger sequencing reads coupled with physical mapping,
leading to exceptionally high contiguity (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium,
1998). The genome assembly barely contained any gaps, except in the rDNA clusters
and telomeric regions. However, high mapping cost prevents its universal application
to other species. Meanwhile, the genome assembly of its companion species, C.
briggsae, has been generated using whole-genome shotgun sequencing and linked with
end sequencing of BAC and fosmids (Stein et al., 2003). The contigs or supercontigs
were assembled onto chromosomes using genetic markers and synthetic long reads
coupled with Hi-C (R. Li et al., 2015; Ross et al., 2011). However, these efforts have
failed to resolve the localization and genomic organization of rDNA clusters, which are
necessary to increase the understanding of the evolution, function, and regulation of
ribosomal genes.

TGS techniques, including ONT nanopore sequencing and PacBio SMRT sequencing,
overcome the intrinsic limitation of short reads by generating ultra-long reads with
limited sequencing bias (Krishnakumar et al., 2018), which are expected to generate
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genome assemblies with improved continuity by including more repetitive sequences
(Kim et al., 2019; Tyson et al., 2018). Importantly, amplification-free TGS enables
researchers to directly sequence the DNA with a reduced sequence bias (Loman &
Watson, 2015). Due to its ultra-long length, TGS reads have recently been used to resequence the C. elegans genome. This resulted in the recovery of more repetitive
sequences and revealed chromosomal rearrangements and structural variations among
strains (Kim et al., 2019; Yoshimura et al., 2019). However, these assemblies were still
not able to resolve the genomic organization of 5S and 45S rDNA clusters and rDNA
CNV during development.

Here, I describe the genomic organization and structural variations of the 5S rDNA
clusters among C. elegans N2-derived strains, between C. elegans strains, and in C.
briggsae AF16 using ONT sequencing. I not only found new variants of 5S rDNA unit
and their consistent arrangement within the 5S rDNA cluster in both C. elegans and C.
briggsae, but also identified the genomic localization of rDNAs in C. briggsae. We
observed the strain-specific acquisition and expansion of copy number of the 5S rDNA
variants that are associated with strain separation time. The lack of any ONT read
spanning the entire 5S rDNA region exclusively containing tandem repeats of the
rDNA unit and the shorter rDNA reads suggests a unique rDNA replication mechanism
that presents a structural hindrance to ONT read extension. Meanwhile, ERC and rDNA
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unit insertion/deletion in the rDNA cluster were detected in the long reads. The ERCs
have a higher proportion of the canonical 5S rDNA sequence from the unclosed region
of the 5S rDNA cluster. Our functional characterization of the rDNA cluster indicates
that RNA pol I and pol II are transcriptionally compatible in somatic tissues but
suggests incompatibility in germline and early embryos. Our findings on rDNA clusters
provide a foundation for future studies aiming to characterize rDNA function,
regulation, and evolution.

2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Library preparation and ONT sequencing

For C. elegans wild isolates, genomic DNA was extracted from the mix-staged
embryos (EMB), early stage larvae (L1), and young adults (YA) of the N2 strain
(Waterston Laboratory, Washington, USA in 2010) and from the mix-staged animals of
the CB4856 strain. For C. elegans transgenic strains, genomic DNAs were extracted
from the homozygous mix-staged animals with the following genotypes: ZZY0600
(unc-119(tm4063) III; Is[sel-8p::HIS-24::GFP::pie-1 3’ UTR, unc-119(+)] V),
ZZY0603 (unc-119(tm4063) III; Is[dsl-1p::HIS-24::GFP::pie-1 3’ UTR, unc-119(+)]
V), and ZZY0653 (unc-119(tm4063) III; Is[his-72p::mCherry::HIS-24::pie-1 3’ UTR,
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unc-119(+)] I), each of which carries a single copy of the transgene in the rDNA cluster.
For the C. briggsae wild isolates, genomic DNA was extracted from AF16 young adults.

Animal synchronization was performed as previously described (Porta-de-la-Riva,
Fontrodona, Villanueva, & Cerón, 2012). Before harvesting, C. elegans and C.
briggsae were maintained on 1.5% nematode growth medium (NGM) seeded with E.
coli OP50 at 20°C and in a 25°C incubator, respectively. Genomic DNA was extracted
using a PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s
instruction, siliconized tubes and pipette tips were used to minimize shearing. Purified
DNA (4 μg) was then used for library preparation using Genomic DNA by Ligation Kit
SQK-LSK108 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) for N2 and ZZY0653, and Genomic
DNA by Ligation Kit SQK-LSK109 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) for the
remaining strains. Sequencing was performed on GridION X5 or MinION with R9.4.1
flow cell (FLO-106, Oxford Nanopore Technologies) using the default parameters.

2.3.2 Sequence acquisition and alignment

Base-callings were performed using Guppy (v3.1.5, Oxford Nanopore Technologies)
with the high-accuracy configuration model. All base-called reads from each library
were pooled for analysis of the read length distribution using SeqKit (v0.10.2) (Shen,
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Le, Li, & Hu, 2016). The reads were aligned against the C. elegans N2 genome
assembly (WormBase WBcel235) or the C. briggsae AF16 genome assembly (CB4)
(Ross et al., 2011) using Minimap2 (v2.17) (H. Li, 2018) with default parameters for
ONT reads. The read average coverage was calculated from the BAM file by using
SAMtools depth (H. Li et al., 2009). The ONT reads of C. elegans VC2010, a wildtype strain derived from N2, were downloaded from the European Nucleotide Archive
under the accession number PRJEB22098 (Tyson et al., 2018), whereas the ONT reads
and PacBio reads from C. elegans strain PD1074, a wild-type strain derived from
VC2010, were from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) database under the accession
numbers SRR7594463 and SRR7594465, respectively (Yoshimura et al., 2019). The
ONT reads of VC2010 and PD1074 were used to identify laboratory-specific variations
in the rDNA unit and its genomic organization. The PacBio reads of C. elegans CB4856
were downloaded from the SRA database under the accession number SRR8599837
(Kim et al., 2019). Direct RNA sequencing (DRS) reads of C. elegans N2, which can
be accessed from the Gene Express Omnibus database under the accession number
GSE130044 (R. Li et al., 2020), were mapped to WBcel235. The poly (A) length of the
DRS reads mapped to the 45S rDNA region was estimated using Nanopolish (v0.13.2)
(Simpson et al., 2017).

For the short NGS reads of C. elegans N2 and CB4856, the alignment BAM files were
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downloaded from the Caenorhabditis elegans Natural Diversity Resource (CeNDR)
website (Cook et al., 2017). The extrachromosomal circular DNA (eccDNA)
sequencing data from C. elegans N2 (VC2010) was from the ENCODE project
(Gerstein et al., 2010) under the accession numbers ENCFF399GKD and
ENCFF393LJC (Shoura et al., 2017). Short reads were aligned to WBcel235 using
BWA (v0.7.17) (H. Li & Durbin, 2010) set at default parameters. The C. briggsae AF16
NGS reads were downloaded from SRA under the accession number SRR935769.

2.3.3 Identification of variation in 5S rDNA units

ONT reads with rDNA sequences were aligned to one copy of cel-5S unit 1.1 using
Minimap2. From the CIGAR strings in the generated SAM file, INDELs longer than 3
bp were used for further analysis with custom scripts to reduce the INDELs resulting
from base-calling errors from homopolymers and simple repeats. After normalizing the
accumulated INDEL count with genome-wild coverage, the normalized INDEL count
higher than one was considered as a potential new variant site. Based on the alignment
files from CeNDR, N2 and CB4856 NGS reads mapped to the 5S rDNA region were
extracted and then mapped to a single cel-5S unit 1.1 as ONT reads. The 5S rDNA
reads from eccDNA sequencing data were also mapped to cel-5S unit 1.1. SNP calling
was performed using BCFtools (H. Li, 2011) for ONT reads and NGS reads from the
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wild isolates of C. elegans and eccDNA. Strand-specific SNPs generated from ONT
reads were excluded by manual checking. The presence of cel-5S unit 2 was established
based on the 4-bp deletion and 2 substitutions in the mapping alignments of C. elegans
N2 and CB4856 ONT reads and NGS reads against cel-5S unit 1.1. The cel-5S unit 3
was established based on the absence of the 30-bp deletion in the NGS and ONT reads
of CB4856.

To determine whether the 30-bp deletion in cel-5S unit 3 is present in all C. elegans
wild isolates, NGS reads derived from the 330 whole-genome shotgun libraries (Cook
et al., 2017) were mapped against the sequences of cel-5S units 1 and 3 using BWA.
The uniquely mapped reads spanning the distinctive junction sequences in cel-5S units
1 and 3 were extracted separately using SAMtools with parameters “-q 30 -F 4”. A
strain was defined as a cel-5S unit 3-containing when more than 1% unique junctioncontaining reads were derived from the cel-5S unit 3, or when more than 0.1% unique
junction sequences with at least 10 supporting reads. The phylogenetic tree of the 330
strains generated previously was visualized using R with ggplot2 and ggtree packages
(R Core Team, 2019; Wickham, 2011; Yu, Smith, Zhu, Guan, & Lam, 2017). The
variants of C. briggsae 5S rDNA units were similarly identified as in those of C.
elegans.
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2.3.4 Reconstruction of rDNA clusters

First, C. elegans ONT reads carrying the flanking sequences ZK218.23 on the left
boundary and chrV: 17,133,740-17,137,381 on the right were identified. These reads
were iteratively extended into the cluster using SNP- and INDEL-based OverlapLayout-Consensus (OLC) manual assembly. Using the BLASTN pairwise alignment
results (Altschul, Gish, Miller, Myers, & Lipman, 1990), the consensus of rDNA cluster
was generated from at least 10 supporting reads containing sequences of rDNA variants
or other repeats as anchors from both DNA strands (Supplementary Fig. 2.11). This
step was repeated until all available ONT reads were exhausted. To determine the
potential structural variations among C. elegans N2-derived strains and between C.
elegans strains, each 5S rDNA cluster was manually assembled using ONT reads. For
the C. elegans N2 45S rDNA cluster, the right boundary was determined using the ONT
reads containing both external transcribed sequences (ETS) and telomeric sequences
(TTAGGC/GCCTAA). For the C. elegans CB4856 45S rDNA cluster, the right
boundary was determined using ONT reads containing telomeric sequences.

Reconstruction of the C. briggsae 5S rDNA cluster was started with two identified
chromosome III contigs carrying the 5S rDNA sequence and genes close to 5S rDNA
(CBG06809 and CBG10685). The left boundary of the 45S cluster was determined
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using ONT reads carrying both 45S rDNA and telomeric sequences. The right boundary
of the 45S rDNA cluster was determined using ONT reads carrying the rDNA sequence
and its right flanking sequences in CB4 located at the beginning of chromosome V.

2.3.5 Draft genome assembly and quality assessment

To obtain a better reference genome for C. briggsae rDNA clusters, a AF16 draft
genome was assembled de novo using ONT reads. Miniasm (v0.3) was run with AF16
young adult ONT reads. The generated contigs were polished using Racon (v1.4.10)
(Vaser, Sović, Nagarajan, & Šikić, 2017) with 2 rounds of ONT reads and 3 rounds of
SLR reads. Bacterial genomes were manually excluded from the polished contigs, and
the remaining 21 contigs, including a mitochondria genome, were scaffolded to the
chromosome level using CB4 as a reference with arbitrary 1000 “N”s inserted in
between contigs. The final draft genome was aligned against CB4 using LAST (v1021)
to evaluate rearrangements within contigs (Kiełbasa, Wan, Sato, Horton, & Frith, 2011).
In addition, the genome assembly of AF16 draft, CB4, and C. elegans N2 WBcel235
were assessed using BUSCO (v4.0.2) using nematoda_odb10 database (Simão,
Waterhouse, Ioannidis, Kriventseva, & Zdobnov, 2015).
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2.3.6 Estimation of rDNA copy number

For C. elegans, ONT reads mapped to the chrV: 17,110,000-17,430,000 (WBcel235)
region were extracted using SAMtools, and statistical analysis was performed using
SeqKit. The extracted reads were aligned to the 5S rRNA sequence using BLASTN
with option “-word_size 7”. To remove unspecific alignment, sequences with
alignment of > 17 bps were used for downstream analysis. The copy number of the 5S
rDNA units was estimated for each library by dividing the summed read lengths aligned
to 5S rRNA gene by the product between 5S RNA gene length (119) and the genomewide coverage. To estimate that of the 45S rDNA units, the reads mapped to the end
sequence of chromosome I (chrI: 15,057,500-15,072,434) were extracted and aligned
to the internal transcribed spacer 1 (ITS1). Sequences with alignment length of > 21
bps were used for downstream calculations. The 45S rDNA copy number in each
library was similarly estimated as above. The copy numbers of the 18S, 5.8S, and 26S
rRNA genes were estimated in a way similar to that of the 5S rRNA gene.

For C. briggsae, ONT reads mapped to the chrIII: 10,555,000-10,660,000 (CB4) region
were extracted and aligned to the 5S rRNA sequences and two divergent 5S rDNA units
using BLASTN. To remove unspecific alignment, reads were retained for further
analysis when their alignments were longer than 17, 170, and 170 bp for the 5S RNA
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gene, cbr-5S unit 1.1, and cbr-5S unit 2.1, respectively. The copy number of the 5S
rDNA units was calculated similarly as in C. elegans. To extract all reads mapped to
the C. briggsae 45S rDNA cluster, a pseudo-chromosome was generated using chrI:
395,000-417,500 (CB4), which carries a partial 26S rRNA gene, five coding genes, and
100 copies of the C. briggsae 45S rDNA unit derived from SLR reads. Reads mapped
to the pseudo-chromosome were extracted and aligned to the cbr-ITS1 sequence using
BLASTN. The estimated copy number of the 45S rDNA units was calculated as in C.
elegans.

2.3.7 Validation of genomic localization and structure of assembled
rDNA clusters

Hi-C sequencing data from L1 stage animals were employed to confirm the linkage
between the rDNA clusters and their host chromosomes (Gabdank, Ramakrishnan,
Villeneuve, & Fire, 2016; Ren et al., 2018). For C. elegans reads, the rDNA pseudochromosome, which contains 50 copies of cel-5S unit 1.1 or 10 copies of cel-45S rDNA,
was included in the reference genome for the mapping of Hi-C reads. After trimming
the reads with Trimmomatic (v0.35) (Bolger, Lohse, & Usadel, 2014), the remaining
reads were processed with Juicer (v1.5) (Durand et al., 2016) using default parameters
to find the chromatin interactions between the rDNA pseudo-chromosome and host
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chromosomes. The density of interaction was normalized and visualized in R using the
circlize package (v0.4.7) (Gu, Gu, Eils, Schlesner, & Brors, 2014). The linkage
between the rDNA clusters and their host chromosomes in C. briggsae was similarly
performed. Specifically, the rDNA pseudo-chromosomes consisting of 50 copies of
cbr-5S unit 1.1 or units 2.1 and 2.2 with mixed arrangement, or 10 copies of cbr-45S
rDNA, were included in the C. briggsae genome assembly CB4.

To evaluate the structure of the reconstructed rDNA clusters, the existing rDNA cluster
sequences in the reference genome were replaced with the reconstructed rDNA cluster
with minimal estimated copies. The ONT reads were mapped against the modified
reference genomes using Minimap2 with default parameters. The coverage within the
reconstructed rDNA cluster regions was visualized using the ggplot2 package
(Wickham, 2011).

2.3.8 Molecular biology, transgenesis, and imaging

Promoter fragments were amplified from the N2 genomic DNA using the PCR primers
listed in Supplementary Table 2.8. To facilitate nuclear localization, the miniMos
targeting vector pCFJ909 was modified to include a genomic coding region of his-24
upstream of the GFP coding sequence as previously described (Zhao et al., 2010). The
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fragments were cloned into the modified pCFJ909 (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2014)
carrying a reporter cassette consisting of sequences coding either HIS-24::GFP or
mCherry::HIS-24, and the pie-1 3’ UTR sequence as described previously. The vector
was used for transgenesis using the miniMos technique, and the insertion site was
determined using inverse PCR (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2014). Micrographs were
acquired using an inverted Leica SP5 confocal microscope equipped with two hybrid
detectors at a constant ambient temperature of approximately 20°C.

2.3.9 Data access

All base-called ONT reads from this study have been submitted to the NCBI BioProject
database

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject)

under

accession

number

PRJNA562392. The SRA accession number for each library is listed in Supplementary
Table 2.2. The rDNA sequences from this study were deposited in GenBank under
accession number: MN519135 for cel-5S unit 1.1, MN519140 for cel-45S rDNA unit,
MN519137 for cbr-5S unit 1.1, MN519138 for cbr-5S unit 2.1, and MN519141 for
cbr-45S rDNA unit.

Variant sequences for each rDNA and custom scripts for investigating INDELs and
SNPs of ONT reads with related rDNA sequences were deposited in GitHub
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https://github.com/qiutaoding/QD_nanoKit_py3/tree/master/rDNA. All used software
is

free

to

download:

Minimap2

https://github.com/lh3/miniasm,
https://github.com/jts/nanopolish,
Trimmomatic

BWA

https://github.com/lh3/minimap2,
https://github.com/lh3/bwa,

Juicer

Miniasm

Nanopolish

https://github.com/aidenlab/Juicebox,

http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=trimmomatic,

BUSCO

https://busco.ezlab.org/, SAMtools https://github.com/samtools/samtools, BCFtools
https://github.com/samtools/bcftools, ggplot2 https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/, BLAST
https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?PAGE_TYPE=BlastDocs,

LAST

http://last.cbrc.jp/doc/last.html, SeqKit https://bioinf.shenwei.me/seqkit/.

2.4 Results
2.4.1 Genomic architecture of the 5S rDNA cluster

Based on the “finished” C. elegans N2 genome assembly (The C. elegans Sequencing
Consortium, 1998), I selected the 5S rDNA cluster on chromosome V for manual
finishing owing to well-characterized cluster boundary sequences, altered transgene
expression, and relatively short rDNA repeats. The ONT reads from three
developmental stages (Table 2.1) mapped to the reference genome WBcel235 showed
an exceptionally high depth of coverage compared with both sides of the rDNA cluster
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(Supplementary Fig. 2.1a, b). The neighboring sequences of the 5S rDNA cluster were
manually confirmed by identifying long reads spanning the rDNA repeats and unique
genes on both sides (Fig. 2.1c). The genomic organization of the rDNA cluster was
tiled with long ONT reads from two DNA strands by identifying the different
combinations of observed SNPs and INDELs in the rDNA units and other repeats (Fig.
2.1a, b, Table 2.2). The rDNA repeats in the cluster were classified into three types
based on two unique deletions (Table 2.2, Supplementary Table 2.1). In addition, the
relative proportion of each 5S rDNA variant with unique SNP/INDEL was confirmed
in the NGS reads (Fig. 2.1b) (Cook et al., 2017), which allows us to define various 5S
rDNA units (Table 2.2). The present assembly represents the organization of the 5S
rDNA units in the 5S rDNA cluster of the C. elegans N2 genome, including 34-60
copies of canonical rDNA sequences; 15 copies of cel-5S unit 1 variants; 90 copies of
cel-5S unit 2 variants; 11 copies of cel-5S unit 3 variants; and 3 copies of non-rDNA
repeats in the cluster (Fig. 2.1d).
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Table 2.1 Statistics of ONT reads used for characterization of 5S rDNA cluster

The copy number of 5S rDNA has been estimated to range from 39 to 438 copies. To
investigate the CNV between developmental stages, the regions were compared with
the ONT and PacBio reads from the other N2-derived strains (Tyson et al., 2018;
Yoshimura et al., 2019). In the former, the copy number of the 5S rDNA increased
during development (116, 169, and 184 for the embryos, L1 larvae, and young adults,
respectively) (Supplementary Table 2.2). The estimated copy number of 5S rDNA unit
from the EMB library was smaller than that in the identified region. However, none of
the long reads from the EMB library spanned the entire region, i.e. from any known
copy at the left boundary to the cel-5S unit 1.6. Meanwhile, the shorter reads from the
rDNA clusters indicated an unknown barrier existing within the two isolated rDNA
clusters that prevent reads elongation (Supplementary Fig. 2.2). Intriguingly, PacBio
reads contained only ~50% or less 5S rDNA copies in the AT-rich (~42% GC) (Browne
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et al., 2020) and highly repetitive 5S rDNA cluster (Supplementary Table 2.2) and
similarly failed to span this region. Further, pairwise comparisons between the ONT
reads and the assembly were highly consistent, and the genomic organization was
conserved among developmental stages.

Fig. 2.1 Structure of the C. elegans N2 5S rDNA cluster. (a) ONT reads revealed the
presence of INDELs (black circles) in the 5S rDNA cluster. Red and blue bars represent
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deletions and insertions, respectively. (b) SNPs in the 5S rDNA cluster revealed by
NGS reads. Identified SNPs in the rDNA variants are represented by red dots. (c)
Structure of the 5S rDNA-containing regions on the chromosome V in the current C.
elegans N2 reference genome. (d) Structure of the 5S rDNA cluster reconstructed using
ONT reads, which carries at least 167 partial or complete rDNA units. The cluster is
divided into 5 regions based on the unit number and composition and Repeat 1a. Dotted
line in the cluster overview indicates the variable copy number of the rDNA in that
region. Eleven units with a 30-bp deletion are depicted in yellow arrow. A deletion
variant (Repeat 1b) of the Repeat 1a is also indicated. Notably, three copies of Repeat
1a are inserted into the 5S rDNA at same position.
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Table 2.2 Variants of 5S rDNA unit sequences in C. elegans N2

2.4.2 Variations in genomic organization of the 5S rDNA cluster

Given the stable genomic organization and the fixed number of variants in the 5S rDNA
cluster of C. elegans N2, we next investigated the structural conservation of the rDNA
cluster across independently cultured N2-derived strains. To this end, we generated
~0.9 and ~2.7 million ONT reads from two transgenic strains ZZY0600 and ZZY0603,
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each carrying a single copy of the transgene associated with the 5S rDNA sequence
(Fig. 2.2a, b) using miniMos technique. We found that reads with the transgene
sequences extended the rDNA cluster assembly but still failed to span the entire region
1 (R1). Three rDNA structural variations were found in the genomes of the two
transgenic strains (Fig. 2.2c-e). In the ONT reads of the other two N2-derived strains,
variations among the five strains were more frequently observed in the cluster (Fig.
2.2), including PD1074, a recent clonal strain from VC2010. The observed variations
in the rDNA cluster are indicative of the separation time between each other (Fig. 2.2g).
For example, one cel-5S unit 2.1 with one cel-5S unit 2.3 was not observed in the R3
of VC2010 and PD1074 relative to the other strains (Fig. 2.2c). The association of
rDNA variant and/or exact copy number and the separation time with an individual
strain raises the possibility of using the variation in barcoding the strains recently
separated from one another (Fig. 2.2g).

To examine the structural variation in the rDNA cluster between N2 and other more
distantly related C. elegans strains, we first compared the temperate N2 strain and the
tropical CB4856, which are known to be the most divergent from each other. Using
both NGS reads and ONT reads, the C. elegans 5S rDNA units, i.e., cel-5S unit 1.1
sequences and cel-5S unit 3 sequences (Table 2.1), were not detected in the CB4856
genome (Fig. 2.3a-e, Supplementary Table 2.1). Furthermore, the genomic architecture
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of the CB4856 5S rDNA cluster was assembled using ONT reads in the CB4856
genome. Intriguingly, the numbers of SNPs and INDELs in 5S rDNA units were lower
in CB4856 than in N2. The cel-5S unit 2 variants were interrupted by Repeat1a or
Repeat 1a and 2 at the identical unit position (946-952 bp) in both N2 and CB4856,
suggesting their common origin.

Owing to the 30-bp deletion of cel-5S unit 3 in N2 but not in CB4856, I next evaluated
the phylogenetic distribution of this long deletion using the NGS data from 330 C.
elegans wild isolates. The presence of the long deletion from unit 3 was confirmed in
N2 and 163 other strains but not in the remaining strains, including CB4856 (Fig. 2.3e,
Supplementary Fig. 2.3, Supplementary Table 2.3). I also found that this unique
deletion was gained or lost multiple times among strains, indicating a high turnover
rate of 5S rDNA.

To further examine the structural conservation of the 5S rDNA cluster between species,
I generated ~1.4 million ONT reads (~91× coverage) for C. briggsae AF16 young
adults with an N50 of 15.4 kb. To find the flanking sequences of the rDNA cluster, I
combined the ONT reads with previously generated SLR reads (R. Li et al., 2015),
assembled the AF16 genome using Miniasm, and polished the assembly using Racon.
After the removal of the bacterial genome and duplicated contigs, the draft assembly
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contained 20 contigs with a summed size of 104 Mbp. The contigs were ordered and
oriented relative to one another using CB4 as a reference (Supplementary Fig. 2.4a, b).
Using BUSCO, the completeness of this draft genome assembly was determined to be
similar to the C. elegans N2 genome (Supplementary Fig. 2.4c).

Based on the draft genome, ONT reads, and Hi-C data, the previously identified two
divergent 5S rDNA units (Supplementary Fig. 2.5a-c) were confirmed to be adjacent
to each other and located in a single 5S rDNA cluster rather than being separated into
two clusters (Supplementary Fig. 2.5d, e, 2.6b). Using one SNP in cbr-5S unit 1.1
(674G>T) and one INDEL in cbr-5S unit 2.1 (415-473del), the C. briggsae AF16 5S
rDNA cluster was manually assembled. From the manually assembled 5S rDNA
clusters of six strains from two species, the genomic structures of the 5S rDNA cluster
were found to be quite similar between strains but were divergent between species.
Trajectory of structural variations in the rDNA clusters can be resolved using 5S rDNA
variants.
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Fig. 2.2 Structural variations within the 5S rDNA cluster between C. elegans N2
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strain and its derived strains. (a) Structure of the 5S rDNA clusters in different strains.
Dotted line in the cluster overview indicates the variable copy number of rDNA unit in
that region with no read spanning the entire region. Insertions of transgenes are
indicated as green boxes. (b) Comparison of rDNA unit compositions in the copy
number variable region of the 5S rDNA cluster among strains. (c-e) Loss/gain of the
rDNA units in the R2, R3, and R4 regions among strains. (f) Strain-specific gain of
rDNA units in VC2010. (g) Strain origin deduced with rDNA unit composition. Our
N2 was shipped from Waterston Laboratory, WA, USA in 2010, whereas PD1074 is a
recent derivative of VC2010. ZZY0600 and ZZY0603 were generated by transgene
insertion into unc-119(tm4063) worms, which was derived from another C. elegans N2
in Mitani lab.
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Fig. 2.3 Structural variations within the 5S rDNA clusters between C. elegans N2
and CB4856 strains. (a) ONT reads detected INDELs (black circle) in the CB4856 5S
rDNA cluster. Red bars represent deletions, whereas blue bars indicate insertions. (b)
SNPs (red dots) in the CB4856 5S rDNA cluster are identified. (c) Comparison of the
5S rDNA cluster overviews between CB4856 and N2. Differences include the absence
of units 1 (red) and 3 (yellow) in CB4856, 1 and 4 copies of Repeat 2 in N2 and CB4856,
respectively, coupling between Repeat 1a and 2 in CB4856 but not in N2. A new ~6.3
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kb tandemly repeated CTAGATC on the left boundary of the CB4856 rDNA cluster
and an inversion of the pseudogene ZK218.8 were found in CB4856. (d) Structure of
the C. elegans CB4856 5S rDNA cluster. The Repeats 1a and 1b are drawn as in Fig.
2.1d, 2.2f. (e) The evolutionary trajectory of the 5S rDNA unit 3 in C. elegans strains
depicted as a phylogenetic tree generated using SNPs from 330 C. elegans wild isolates.
Identified strains carrying cel-5S unit 3 are in yellow. For simplicity, only N2 and
CB4856 are shown (see Supplementary Fig. 2.3 for a full list of strain names).

2.4.3 rDNA in eccDNA and copy number variations in chromosomal
rDNA cluster

Given that variable rDNA copy number and relatively small size of the 5S rDNA unit,
we hypothesized that there were some ONT reads that could span the region from the
left boundary of the cluster to the “anchoring” sequence, i.e., variants of the 5S rDNA
unit or the transgenes landed in the region (Fig. 2.2a, b). However, I did not recover
any such type of ONT reads, suggesting that there might be complex structural barriers
that hinder the extension of DNA strands during sequencing. Consistent with this, I
observed a relatively smaller average read length of ONT reads associated with rDNAs
than those independent of rDNAs (Supplementary Fig. 2.2). For example, in ZZY0603,
which carries a transgene in the middle of this unclosed region (Fig. 2.2b), the ONT
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reads with transgene contained a maximum of 52 copies of the 5S rDNA unit on the
left side of the transgene. However, no read spanned the region from the known 5S
rDNA to the transgene. Similarly, in ZZY0600, which has a transgene inserted in the
fourth copy of the 5S rDNA unit away from defined rDNA cluster position, all ONT
reads with the insertion carried a maximum of 44 copies of the 5S rDNA unit
downstream of the transgene (Fig. 2.2b). As a result, no read spans the entire 5S rDNA
region even with unique anchors. Hence, I speculate that rDNAs in this region may
continuously undergo active DNA replication or amplification. At the replication forks,
the rDNAs undergoing active replicating/amplifying are single-stranded, which is
vulnerable to DNA shearing during DNA extraction and library preparation. Hence, the
ongoing replication in rDNA is expected to hinder the extension of the ONT reads, and
thus long reads spanning the entire active region are not expected.

The C. elegans chromosomal DNA was known to form eccDNA (Shoura et al., 2017),
including ERCs (Fig. 2.4a, Supplementary Fig. 2.7), similar to fly and yeast. In addition,
Repeat 1a reads in eccDNA suggest that non-rDNA unit sequences in the rDNA cluster
can form ERCs with rDNA. Proportions of each sequence variant in the 5S rDNA from
the genomic DNA and eccDNA sequencing data were compared. As expected, all 5S
rDNA variants were observed in the eccDNA sequencing data, and the canonical 5S
rDNA (cel-5S unit 1.1) was enriched in ERCs (Supplementary Table 2.4).
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Given the presence of rDNA unit and Repeat 1a in eccDNA, I speculated that long
ERCs could be captured during our ONT sequencing (Fig. 2.4b). A few reads with
canonical 5S rDNA sequences were found to have various lengths of deletions between
the units (Fig. 2.4c). I manually confirmed that such deletions were not derived from
the nanopore current signal segmentation failure. The rDNA copy number has been
shown to be dynamic using different approaches. Using the power of ONT reads, rDNA
expansions/insertions, and deletions have been observed and characterized (Fig. 2.4d,
e). Without further evidence, I speculate that the rDNA insertion originated from ERCs
or local expansion, and that the deleted rDNAs could be a source of ERCs.
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Fig. 2.4 Compositions of the rDNA cluster in eccDNA and copy number variations
in the rDNA cluster. (a) Read depth of 5S rDNA and Repeat 1a sequences in eccDNA.
(b) Model for ERC formation and detection in long-read sequencing. Unique junctional
sequences are expected to be identified if ERC was sequenced. (c) Dot plots of potential
ERC reads align with the 5S rDNA unit sequences. The potential unique junctional
sequences are highlighted. (d) Dot plots of the reads with 5S rDNA units inserted (blue
line, annotated) into certain positions of the cluster. Variants of 5S rDNA unit, Repeat
1a, Repeat 1b are colored in black, dark purple, and light purple, respectively. (e) Dot
plots of reads with rDNA deletion with/without Repeat 1a compared with the
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assembled cluster. Regions after deletion are highlighted in red dash lines. Partial cel5S unit 2.2, one copy of cel-5S unit 2.9, and partial Repeat 1a sequences are missing.

2.4.4 45S rDNA cluster in genome

Unlike yeast, in nematodes, the 5S rDNA cluster is separated from the 45S rDNA
cluster. The 45S rDNA unit consists of an 18S, 5.8S, and 26S rRNA gene interrupted
by two ITSs (ITS1 and ITS2) in both C. elegans and C. briggsae. The C. briggsae 45S
rDNA unit is approximately 300 bp longer than that of C. elegans, which was mainly
contributed by the 5' ETS (Fig. 2.5a-c). The C. elegans 45S rDNA cluster is located at
the right end of chromosome I. The ONT reads from all C. elegans N2-derived strains
confirmed that the sequence between the rDNA cluster and the telomeric sequences
was part of ETS (Fig. 2.5d). From the genomic DNA sequencing reads, most of the
called variants (Supplementary Fig. 2.8, Supplementary Table 2.5, 2.6) are derived
from INDELs in the homopolymer regions, which are less accurate than in other
regions in the ONT reads generated using the R9.4.1 flow cell. Having a long repeat
(~7.2 kb) and relatively short reads, the 45S rDNA cluster in both N2 and CB4856 was
not extended further, but the cluster boundaries were corrected (Fig. 2.5d).
Nevertheless, the 45S rDNA-related DNA transposition and duplications were
observed. I identified an apparent transposition of the chrIVL subtelomere to the right
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of the rDNA cluster (Supplementary Fig. 2.9). The chrIR subtelomere further
underwent an uninterrupted duplication to the chrIL end, along with flanking rDNA
sequences. A tandem array consisting of pSX1 was also found adjacent to the
transposition site, but its origin is uncertain.

In the C. briggsae genome assembly CB4, the 45S rDNA-containing sequences were
fragmented in various contigs with inappropriate chromosome linkages (Fig. 2.5e).
According to the results of Hi-C linkage, all ONT reads support a single localization of
the 45S rDNA cluster at the beginning of chromosome V (Fig. 2.5e, Supplementary
Fig. 2.6b). I further evaluated the validity of the assembled 45S rDNA cluster by
mapping the ONT reads against the revised C. briggsae genome incorporated with the
newly assembled rDNA consensus. The changes in read coverage were consistent with
the 45S rDNA structure (Supplementary Fig. 2.1d). Given that the rDNA cluster
sequences have not been fully assembled in any eukaryotic species, the properly
assembled rDNA clusters are expected to facilitate the functional characterization of
rDNA and its regulation during development and in response to environmental stimuli.

The copy numbers among the 5S, 5.8S, and 28S rRNA genes, which encode rRNAs
that constitute the ribosomal large subunit, were considered as highly correlated.
Concerning transcriptional efficiency and stored 5S rRNA in ribosome-free particles,
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the copy number variations of the rRNA genes are not necessarily concerted in an
animal but are probably coupled in some cell types. To assess the correlation of rRNA
genes, I estimated their copy number using ONT reads from C. elegans N2 at three
developmental stages. I found that that of the copy number of 5S rRNA increased from
116, 169, to 184 at the EMB, L1, and YA stages, respectively. For the 45S rDNA, the
L1 stage had the largest estimated copy number (114); EMB had 98 copies; and YA had
103 (Supplementary Table 2.2). Consequently, a weak positive correlation was found
in the copy number between 45S rDNA genes and 5S rRNA among stage-specific
libraries (Supplementary Table 2.7).
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Fig. 2.5 Comparison of 45S rDNA units and cluster between strains and between
species. (a) Comparison of the 45S rDNA units between C. elegans and C. briggsae.
(b) Dot plot showing the alignment of the 45S rDNA units between the two species. (c)
Pairwise sequence alignment of the 45S rDNA units between the two species. The 18S,
5.8S, and 26S RNA gene regions are shaded in grey. Conservation scores are shown at
the bottom. (d) Schematic diagram of the 45S rDNA cluster of C. elegans N2 and
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CB4856 annotated using ONT reads. In N2, the left and right boundaries are flanked
by partial 26S rRNA sequences and a partial ETS, respectively. In CB4856, the 45S
rDNA cluster is located at the right end of chromosome I, whereas fragmented 45S
rDNA sequences and other sequences are located on the left end. The estimated copy
number of the unit is shown. Note that both left and right ends are flanked by a fragment
derived from the left end of chromosome IV (pink, see Supplementary Fig. 2.9), which
is interrupted by some non-homologous sequences (white box). A pSX1 cluster is also
found adjacent to the fragmented 45S rDNA. (e) Schematic diagram of the C. briggsae
AF16 genomic regions containing the 45S rDNA cluster annotated using ONT reads.
The reconstructed 45S rDNA cluster is located at the left end of chromosome V
containing approximately 85 copies of the 45S rDNA unit. Bottom: A misassembled
contig containing partial 26S rRNA gene sequences and 5 protein coding genes was
assigned to the CB4 chromosome I.

2.4.5 Genomic environment of the rDNA cluster is partially
compatible with RNA Pol II transcription

Eukaryotic cells use at least three RNA polymerases, namely RNA Pol I, II, and III,
which produce 18S/5.8S/26(28)S rRNA, mRNA, and 5S rRNA, respectively. Given
that the rDNAs transcribed by RNA Pol I and III are localized at two distinct loci and
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some other repetitive sequences but depleted with any coding gene in both C. elegans
and C. briggsae, I investigated whether the two rDNA clusters are permissive to RNA
Pol II transcription, as seen in yeast. Gene expression between RNA Pol I and II in
rDNA has a reciprocal relationship: the gene requires RNA Pol II transcription will be
silenced in the RNA Pol I transcriptionally active region, but the same gene can be
transcribed in an inactive rDNA copy.

To investigate the effect of the rDNA genomic environment on RNA Pol II transcription,
multiple transgenic lines were generated using an unc-119 mutant carrying a single
copy of insertion within or outside the rDNA cluster expressing a fluorescence marker.
In transgenic animals, the clear rescue of uncoordinated (Unc) phenotype and the
apparent expression of the reporter in various parts of the soma indicate that the native
rDNA cluster regions are transcriptionally compatible with RNA Pol II in somatic
tissues (Supplementary Fig. 2.10). When a reporter was inserted into different genomic
positions, its expression was suppressed in germline mitotic cells, sperms, and most
somatic cells when inserted into the 45S rDNA cluster (Supplementary Fig. 2.10b). The
absent reporter expression indicated that 45S rDNA around the transgene is actively
transcribed in germline mitotic cells, sperms, and most somas, and that RNA Pol II
transcription is inhibited in these rDNA transcriptionally active cells but not in all
tissues.
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Given that early and late-stage embryos have nascent rRNAs transcripts in an earlier
study (Korčeková, Gombitová, Raška, Cmarko, & Lanctôt, 2012), the results are not
mutually exclusive. In addition, when a reporter gene was inserted into the 5S rDNA
cluster, it was expressed in more neurons (Supplementary Fig. 2.10a), which probably
contributed to the expression of RNA Pol II-transcribed splice leader SL1. Given that
rRNA genes inside the rDNA are not exclusively transcribed by RNA Pol I, I found
that (1) rDNA transcription by Pol II was identified in the yeast Pol I mutant and Pol I
activator mutant; (2) rRNA gene reads can be found in polyadenylation (poly (A))
bead-enriched ONT DRS reads. The presence of rRNA reads in DRS libraries and
estimated poly (A) length provides evidence that rRNA can possess poly (A) tail-like
mRNAs transcribed by RNA Pol II in wild-type C. elegans at a low level
(Supplementary Table 2.9). These results confirm that RNA Pol II can transcribe coding
genes within both 5S and 45S rDNA clusters in the soma, thus suggesting that RNA
Pol II transcription-dependent genes could be silenced in the germline and early
embryo.

2.5 Discussion
The rapid development of sequencing technologies that can produce ultra-long reads
paves the way for resolving complex genome structures. One of the key advantages of
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long reads is their ability to span long repetitive sequences, thus allowing the de novo
assembly of the repetitive regions or scaffolding of the existing contigs generated from
NGS reads. Aided by the long reads, including ONT reads, the resolution of the
structure of repetitive regions, including rDNA clusters, centromeres, telomeres, and
chromosomal rearrangements, is now within reach. My findings elucidated the
structures of rDNA cluster in both C. elegans and C. briggsae and provided insights
into the intra- or inter-species genomic structure. In addition, I showed the high
frequency of structural variations within and between strains in the 5S rDNA cluster.

Using ONT and PacBio HiFi reads, the human X chromosome with complex structures
has been readily resolved in genome assemblies, but manual correction remains
indispensable. With higher read accuracy of ONT sequencing in homopolymer and
simple repeat regions (R10 version nanopore) or PacBio HiFi long reads, the 45S rDNA
cluster is expected to be resolved in the near future. Currently, most nematode genomes
are assembled as contigs using the shotgun sequencing method with NGS technologies,
similar to the case for many species. This however significantly hinders the comparison
of synteny, structural variation, and genome rearrangement. Given the decreasing
sequence costs of using ONT reads, it might be the time to use ONT reads to resequence or improve numerous existing genomes, especially for model organisms and
economically significant species. However, because of the relatively low read accuracy
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obtained in ONT sequencing compared with NGS, it would be ideal to simultaneously
generate new NGS data and use the existing NGS reads to polish de novo genome
assembly produced using ONT reads, which may give rise to highly accurate genomes
in terms of nucleotide and chromosome arrangement.

2.6 Supplementary information

Supplementary Fig. 2.1 Coverage changes in rDNA clusters. The rDNA cluster
consensus sequences were obtained from ONT reads. (a) Between the C. elegans N2
reference (WBcel235) chromosome V 5S rDNA cluster region (top) and the 5S rDNA
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cluster consensus (bottom). (b) Between the reference chromosome I 45S rDNA cluster
region (top) and the 45S rDNA cluster consensus (bottom). (c) Between the C. briggsae
AF16 CB4 chromosome III 5S rDNA cluster region (top) and the 5S rDNA cluster
consensus (bottom). (d) Between the misassembled 45S rDNA cluster flanking
sequences on CB4 chromosome I (top) and the 45S rDNA cluster-containing region on
chromosome V (bottom).

Supplementary Fig. 2.2 The average read lengths in the rDNA clusters was smaller
than those in other genomic loci. Distribution of average read length from 999
positions in genome-wide positions and two rDNA clusters. Average lengths of the
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ONT reads derived from 5S (red square), 45S rDNA cluster (blue triangle), and
transgene with rDNA sequences (yellow circle). The boxplot shows the average read
length ranging from the Q1 (25 percentile) to Q3 (75 percentile).

Supplementary Fig. 2.3 Presence of cel-5S unit 3 in 330 C. elegans wild isolates.
Shown are phylogenetic tree of 330 isolates. Branches in yellow and black indicate that
the cel-5S unit 3 is present and absent from the NGS reads of each strain, respectively.
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(See Supplementary Table 2.3 for the detailed proportion of cel-5S unit 3 unique
junctional reads in each strain.)

Supplementary Fig. 2.4 Evaluation of the ONT reads assembled C. briggsae
AF16 genome. (a) Schematic representation of contigs assembled with AF16 long
reads. (b) Dot plot of corresponding chromosomes between CB4 and the genome
assembled with ONT reads. (c) Bar chart with summary assessment of the proportion
of genes present in the three assembled genomes.
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Supplementary Fig. 2.5 Characterization of the 5S rDNA units in C. briggsae AF16.
(a) Phylogenetic tree of the two divergent 5S rDNA units in C. briggsae (cbr) and the
canonical C. elegans (cel) 5S rDNA unit. (b) Dot plot shows the sequence alignment
of the two C. briggsae 5S rDNA units. (c) Multiple sequence alignment of the 5S rDNA
units from C. elegans and C. briggsae. Alignments for the 5S rRNA gene are shaded
in gray (labelled at the top). (d) A contig was misassembled into the rDNA cluster on
chromosome III of CB4. (e) Schematic representation of the C. briggsae 5S rDNA
cluster annotated using ONT reads.
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Supplementary Fig. 2.6 Association of rDNA clusters with chromosomes is
revealed with Hi-C data. (a) The C. elegans N2 genomic linkage density of
chromosomes and the 5S rDNA cluster (pink) and 45S rDNA cluster (purple). (b)
The C. briggsae AF16 genomic linkage density of chromosomes and pseudochromosomes of cbr-5S unit 1 (red), cbr-5S unit 2 (yellow), and 45S rDNA (blue).
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Supplementary Fig. 2.7 Extrachromosomal rDNAs were detected in endogenous
circular DNA sequencing data. (a) IGV view of mapping tracks of Circulome-seq
reads in the 5S rDNA cluster. (b) IGV view of Circulome-seq reads in the 45S rDNA
cluster. The reads were aligned against C. elegans reference genome (WormBase
WS270). The rDNA sequence regions are highlighted with blue rectangle
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Supplementary Fig. 2.8 Large INDELs in the 45S rDNA cluster of C. elegans and
C. briggsae. Histogram plots show the normalized INDELs count of ONT reads
mapped to a single copy of 45S rDNA sequences in C. elegans N2 (a) and CB4856 (b),
and C. briggsae AF16 (c) 45S rDNA clusters.
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Supplementary Fig. 2.9 Terminal duplication model of chrIL, chrIR, and chrIVL
ends in C. elegans CB4856 ancestor. The CB4856 ancestor experienced telomere
damage at the chrIR end, and sequential telomere-damage repair occurred via the
interrupted terminal duplication of Chr IVL subtelomere and telomere lengthening.
Afterward, the ancestor chrIVL underwent a telomere crisis and recovered via an
inverted duplication and telomerase repair. The ancestor experienced another telomere
damage at the chrIL end, and sequential damage repair was initiated via the new chrIR
terminal duplication, including partial 45S rDNA. The chrIL pSX1 cluster containing
124 copies of full-length pSX1 (172 bp) and 5 partial-length copies was ~21 kb in
length.
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Supplementary Fig. 2.10 Altered expression patterns of transgenes in rDNA
clusters. (a) Comparison of the expression of transgenes inserted inside and outside

the 5S rDNA cluster. Outside: GFP expression is detected in embryos (with at least
350 cells), head and tail cells, and some neurons in adult animals in ZZY0623. Inside:
GFP expression is found in the head and tail cells and neuron nuclei in ZZY0600
adult worms. (b) Comparison of the expression of transgenes inserted inside and
outside the 45S rDNA cluster. Outside: mCherry expression is detected in late-stage
embryos, mitotic germline, and ubiquitously in ZZY0639 adult animals. Inside:
mCherry is expressed in late-stage embryos and head and tail cells in ZZY0653 adult
animals. The transgene cassette in ZZY0653 was inserted into the ETS in the
opposite direction to the unit.
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Supplementary Fig. 2.11 A tiling path of ONT reads for the C. elegans N2 5S rDNA
cluster consensus is reconstructed for illustration. The unclosed gap region contains
the tandem repeats of cel-5S unit 1.1 only. Black lines below the illustration indicate
the reads alignment. The dotted lines represent alignment with the rDNA cluster or
within the unclosed region. Read name and length are provided: (1) 816e3c91-e978404c-ad0c-0feac8208ddd, 63,658 bp; (2) 57556aff-f79a-4de4-81cc-d77ce3fec273,
48,846 bp; (3) 19aaf089-cf0c-4b24-9fae-2d14971bc320, 29,729 bp; (4) 28651bf08be1-4564-a740-ad17d0f260bd,

62,870

bp;

(5)

77d84d3f-61ab-4fb1-9e4a-

0fa291e6735d, 46,434 bp; (6) 594d2e66-ce5e-4b91-9f9e-7d6d24d9fbaa, 42,977 bp; (7)
7414a2d3-acdd-4c72-8509-e029ec1d7d13, 34,568 bp; (8) 367d1386-8328-4329-9ba6c162993d8ede, 35, 021 bp; (9) 98b70228-6f3c-4e4b-ba71-b3631eea7acf, 38,624 bp;
(10) 057d9497-6b73-4c82-9859-fd177a9930a2, 66,357 bp; (11) 9e96acd5-b022-4321b922-bdbc7a33f7ab, 46,176 bp; (12) d42edfb5-7347-4c77-9d8c-23db3147a327,
50,719 bp; (13) 42938dc9-d10f-40cc-9558-cd6dade92882, 49, 434 bp; (14) c40285fcc214-402d-b2c6-29b3d629c3f6, 52,513 bp; and (15) bb18b8be-a27d-4119-aa91b4b310f8cb28, 54, 031bp.
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Supplementary Table 2.1 Identified 5S rDNA variants in C. elegans CB4856
Variant

Length

Copy

(bp)

number

Sequence variants to cel-5S unit 1.1

cel-5S unit 2.1

972

13

99_102del, 162C>G, 621T>G

cel-5S unit 2.6

976

2

99_102del, 162C>G, 309T>C, 318T>C,
325_326insCAAT, 329G>T, 332T>G, 621T>G

cel-5S unit 2.13

977

Dynamic

99_102del, 162C>G, 309T>C, 318T>C,
325_326insCAAT, 329G>T, 332T>G, 371delT, 621T>G,
718_719insGA

cel-5S unit 2.14

972

32

99_102del, 162C>G, 593A>T, 621T>G

cel-5S unit 2.15

974

2

99_102del, 162C>G, 621T>G, 718_719insGA

cel-5S unit 2.16

977

3

99_102del, 162C>G, 308T>C, 318T>C,
325_326insTTGT, 329G>T, 332T>G, 371delT, 621T>G,
718_719insGA

Supplementary Table 2.2 Estimated copy numbers of 5S rDNA unit and 45S rDNA
unit using the TGS data
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Supplementary Table 2.3 Proportions of cel-5S unit 3 in 330 C. elegans isolates
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Supplementary Table 2.4 Proportions of 5S rDNA variants in genomic DNA and
ERC

Supplementary Table 2.5 Proportions of 45S rDNA variants in C. elegans (N2)
genomic DNA and ERC
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Supplementary Table 2.6 Proportions of variants in 45S rDNA in C. elegans
(CB4856)

Supplementary Table 2.7 Correlation coefficient of the estimated copy numbers
of rRNA genes

Supplementary Table 2.8 PCR primers used for target amplification and miniMos
vector construction
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Supplementary Table 2.9 Estimated poly(A) length of all rRNA reads using DRS
data
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Chapter 3 Physical mapping of C. nigoni fosmid
library using nanopore sequencing
3.1 Abstract
With the recent discovery of numerous Caenorhabditis species, nematodes have
emerged as an important model in speciation studies. Two closely related nematode
species, C. briggsae and C. nigoni, have been harnessed for the mapping of HI loci. HI
phenotypes derived from introgression of C. briggsae genomic fragments into C.
nigoni demonstrates the potential of the species pair in identification of the genes
underlying the HI loci. To facilitate systematic investigation of HI loci and its
molecular identities, a total of 25,920 C. nigoni genomic fosmids were previously
generated by my colleagues. I performed physical mapping of the fosmid inserts
through ONT DNA sequencing of fosmid ends. As a result, I generated the genomic
coordinates for most of the fosmid clones, which is expected to facilitate HI studies
between C. briggsae and C. nigoni for example by complementation test.

3.2 Introduction
Among the known Caenorhabditis species, the Elegans supergroup plays a major role
in studying speciation genetics and comparative genomics. Two closely related species,
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namely C. briggsae and C. nigoni, have been extensively studied, which led to
identification of numerous HI loci by systematic backcrossing C. briggsae genomic
fragments into C. nigoni background followed by phenotypic scoring. Such study also
demonstrated a role of X-autosome interaction in development of HI (Yu Bi et al., 2019,
2015). Fluorescence markers (GFP) were initially inserted into C. briggsae
chromosomes using biolistic bombardment. Because the expression of the GFP is
visible and dominant in animals, the presence of an introgression carrying the GFP in
the C. nigoni background can be readily identified with eyes using stereo fluorescence
microscopy (Yu Bi et al., 2015). The boundary of introgression can be readily
determined using single worm inverse PCR with C. briggsae-specific primers.
Phenotypic scoring of the strains associated with a specific introgression provides key
information regarding the HI between the two species. For instance, only strains with
an X chromosome-linked introgression develop male sterility. Further coring of the
introgression strains with C. nigoni wild-type animals will narrow down the interval
that is responsible for a given HI phenotype. Finally, complementation with
homologous C. nigoni genomic fragment is vital for establishment the molecular
identity of the observed HI phenotype.

Similarly, during molecular cloning of the intraspecies HI loci between C. elegans
strains, the fosmids carrying genomic inserts of C. elegans N2 genome were used to
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rescue embryonic lethality in the hybrid progeny, which helped confirm that the HI loci
encode peel-1 and zeel-1 (Seidel et al., 2008). A fosmid library carrying genomic inserts
from C. nigoni is expected to facilitate the establishment of molecular identity of the
interspecies His between C. briggsae and C. nigoni.

In this chapter, the previously constructed C. nigoni fosmids were end sequenced using
ONT DNA sequencing. The boundary sequence of the fosmid clones were resolved
using a custom demultiplexing pipeline. These physically mapped fosmids are
expected to benefit future HI studies between C. nigoni and C. briggsae, especially the
complementation of an HI phenotype.

3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Construction of C. nigoni fosmid sequencing library

Fosmid library with genomic inserts was generated by Dr. REN Xiaoliang et al. as
described (Ren et al., 2018). Briefly, each transformed E. coli colony was picked into
wells of 96-well plate for liquid culture at 37ºC overnight. Grown bacterial culture was
pooled in a 4-dimension way for DNA extraction. From each row (8 rows/plate),
column (12 columns/plate), plate (10 plates/stack), and stack (27 stacks), bacterial
broth from each clone was pooled with the same volume, which resulted in 57 mixed
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samples for DNA extraction and ONT sequencing. The pooled culture was subjected
to further round of pooling. Fosmid pools were generated with a four-dimension
strategy by collecting clones in each column, row, same numbered plate in all stacks,
or stack, and were termed row-pool, column-pool, plate-pool, and super-pool,
respectively. In total, there were 27 super-pools, 10 plate-pools, 12 column-pools, and
8 row-pools. As shown in Fig. 3.1A, the extracted fosmid DNAs from each pool were
subjected to BamHI-HF (New England Biolabs) digestion at 37°C for 30 min and
purified using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. The 57 purified samples (500 ng each) were barcoded
using XP-NBD104 Native Barcoding Expansion 1-12 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies)
and XP-NBD124 Native Barcoding Expansion 13-24 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies).
Each 24 barcoded pools were collected to generate a mixed library for sequencing
library preparation using an SQK-LSK109 Ligation Sequencing Kit (Oxford Nanopore
Technologies). Three libraries were sequenced on a GridION device (Oxford Nanopore
Technologies) for 48 hours, following the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Fig. 3.1 Workflow for physical mapping of fosmid clones. (A) Workflow of
sequencing fosmid pools using ONT DNA sequencing technique. Each fosmid pool
was subject to enzyme digestion using BamHI-HF. The BamHI-HF restriction site was
absent in the fosmid backbone. (B) The location of a fosmid clone can be determined
by matching its genomic coordinates in the four types of pools.
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3.3.2 Clustering and mapping of fosmid reads

The fosmid library reads were base-called using Guppy (v3.1.5, Oxford Nanopore
Technologies) with high-accuracy configuration and de-barcoded with custom script.
The base-called reads from each barcoded library were mapped against the pNGS FOS
vector (Lucigen) using Minimap2 (H. Li, 2018) using the optimized parameters for
ONT reads. Reads with full-length pNGS FOS backbone sequences and >100 bp
flanking sequences at both ends or either end were retained as end-sequenced reads
(Fig. 3.2A). Those reads with partial vector sequence and single end sequence were
also included in the subsequent fosmid clustering. Reads without flanking sequences,
i.e., containing genomic DNA sequences or backbone sequences only, were discarded
(Fig. 3.2B).

The flanking sequences of end-sequenced reads were extracted using custom python
scripts and mapped to the previously assembled C. nigoni genome (cn2) (Ren et al.,
2018) using Minimap2 with the optimized parameter for ONT reads. For each
sequencing pool, end-sequenced reads with similar genomic coordinates (±100 bp) and
identical sequencing strand were merged as the same fosmid (Fig. 3.2B). For fosmids
with one end sequence in four types of pools, the genomic inserts of single-end fosmids
were estimated based on the coordinates of end sequences, mapping strand, and
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estimated length (Fig. 3.2C). The location of each fosmid clone in each pool was
determined with customized R scripts. For the fosmids with shared genomic
coordinates (±100 bp) in each type of pools, the genomic coordinates of fosmid inserts
were assigned to a specific well in plate (Fig. 3.1C).

Fig. 3.2 Fosmid clustering. (A) Composition of ONT reads. Reads with backbone
sequences were used for clustering flanking sequences. (B) The sequences of fosmid
genomic inserts can be mapped to the genome assembly using end-sequence coordinate
and mapping strand. (C) When a fosmid only has single-end information, the
coordinates of inserted genomic DNA can be estimated based on the coordinates of end
sequences, mapping strand, and estimated length.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 ONT sequencing of C. nigoni fosmid library

Previously, REN et al., tried to apply NGS end sequencing technique to map the C.
nigoni genomic inserts of fosmids (Y. Bi et al., 2018), but only ~23.6% of fosmids
(6,133 in 25,920) were successfully mapped onto the reference genome due to the
difficulty of assigning short end sequences to chromosomes. In order to get a more
comprehensive mapping of this fosmid collection, I performed fosmid end sequencing
by taking the advantage of sequencing read length of ONT sequencing.

To obtain the flanking sequences of fosmid backbone, fosmids were linearized using a
backbone non-cutter restriction enzyme (BamHI). The digested DNA collections were
purified, barcoded, and ONT sequenced to generate long reads that contain end
sequences of each fosmid with full-length or partial backbone. Three libraries were
constructed from 57 barcoded pools and sequenced on three GridION flow cells using
standard DNA sequencing parameters. A total of ~49.6 Gbp data were generated with
an average of 0.87 Gbp per fosmid pool. According to the number of fosmid clones in
each pool, the sequencing depth for each fosmid was estimated to be ~9.5×. The
estimated length of genomic inserts during fosmid cloning is ~40 kb and the backbone
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is ~7.7 kb in length. Since the average distance of BamHI cutting sites in C. nigoni
genome is ~3 kb, approximately 25.7% of total reads were found containing both vector
and flanking sequences, which is slightly higher than the expected ratio of 22.4%. This
higher ratio was speculated to result from shorter reads of sheared fosmid DNA during
library preparation.

3.4.2 Physical mapping of the C. nigoni fosmid inserts

In order to assign the genomic inserts to the reference genome, the ONT reads with
both backbone and genomic inserts sequences were selected for further process. Then,
the flanking sequences were trimmed from reads with full-length backbone and aligned
against the C. nigoni reference genome (cn2) for determining the genomic coordinates
of genomic inserts (Fig. 3.2B). The potential genomic contents of fosmids in each pool
were generated by merging reads from identical genomic coordinates into one fosmid.
The genomic inserts in fosmid clones were determined by matching the coordinates of
each fosmid identified in each super-pool with those in each plate-pool, row-pool, and
column-pool. As a result, the clone location and its genomic coordinates of genomic
inserts of each fosmid clone were generated (Table 3.1). A total of 20,682 fosmids
(79.8%) were sequenced at double ends, the length of genomic insert mainly ranges
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from 30 kb to 45 kb, with a median length of 36.7 kb (Fig. 3.3).

Fig. 3.3 Length distribution of the genomic inserts in the fosmid collection. The
length of genomic inserts was determined based on the reference genome assembly cn2.

Within a given chromosomal interval, the well of a given genomic coordinate in fosmid
clones can be searched based on the plate. The generated fosmid table allow us to find
a fosmid clone with genomic fragment of interest readily. For example, the fosmid
carrying the genomic insert III: 463-40,457 (cn2) was present in the super-pool 13, and
the fosmids with identical genomic coordinates were also present in the libraries of
plate-pool 5, row-pool 7, and column-pool 5. This indicated that the fosmid clone
carrying the genomic insert III: 463-40,457 is in the well of row 7, column 5 of the 5th
plate in the 13th stack. By reviving the clone and extracting the fosmid DNA, any HI
phenotypes resulted from absence of the genes within this genomic coordinate might
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be rescued by injecting this fosmid DNA into worms. Finally, HI gene or gene pair
could be obtained by narrowing the interval of genomic DNA with combinations of
different fosmids.

Table 3.1 Sample table of localization of physically mapped fosmid
coordinates in well, plate and stacks
Chr
Start
End
Length
Stack
Plate
Row
III
436
40,457
40,021
13
5
7
V
4,797
37,924
33,127
5
9
2
V
7,078
46,164
39,086
3
7
8
V
9,430
45,058
35,628
27
2
4
V
12,667
55,586
42,919
2
2
4
III
17,493
55,710
38,217
5
10
8
IV
20,792
63,526
42,734
26
1
1
IV
22,479
64,334
41,855
19
9
3
V
22,683
61,402
38,719
15
6
7
IV
23,091
58,190
35,099
23
3
2
III
25,888
64,863
38,975
18
4
8
III
26,106
63,867
37,761
19
2
4
V
29,035
64,793
35,758
7
9
8
IV
32,629
66,203
33,574
21
9
7
X
34,951
69,951
35,000
19
1
2
V
35,154
76,793
41,639
9
9
4
IV
35,672
13
35,659
25
9
7
V
35,690
68,173
32,483
6
10
1
IV
36,552
8,096
28,456
1
6
8
V
37,977
9,366
28,611
14
8
3
X
39,626
76,102
36,476
16
5
2
III
40,380
1,413
38,967
11
4
5
IV
41,606
77,533
35,927
5
1
3
V
44,036
15,280
28,756
17
4
5
IV
45,697
75,292
29,595
15
1
5
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Column
5
4
12
1
11
2
7
1
10
12
6
3
9
4
1
9
8
12
8
5
1
6
10
1
9

3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, I performed a fosmid end sequencing with ONT sequencing strategy
and developed a pipeline to physically map the fosmid clone in 270 plates. A total of
20,682 out of the 25,920 fosmids previously constructed were successfully mapped.
The mapped fosmid library is expected to facilitate HI locus cloning in speciation
studies. Notably, a few identical fosmids were found in multiple clones, which were
possibly introduced during cell recovery period in fosmid transformation. The
sequenced C. nigoni fosmid collection is expected to identify HI genes between C.
briggsae and C. nigoni.
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Chapter 4 An improved transgenesis method in
Caenorhabditis briggsae for hybrid incompatibility
loci interaction screening
4.1 Abstract
The companion species for C. elegans and C. briggsae have played an important role
in development evolution, gene regulation, and comparative genomics. The
interspecies HI study was started in Caenorhabditis species after the isolation of its
sister species, that is, C. nigoni. For functional characterization, an effective
transgenesis method is required for efficient selection during introgression. Previous C.
briggsae transgenesis is phenotype dependent. In this chapter, we modified the Mos
transposon-dependent transgenesis methodology, which has been developed efficiently
in C. elegans transgenesis but barely applicable in C. briggsae. We included a heat
shock step before transgenesis selection in which the efficiency surges to comparable
to that in C. elegans. I generated 54 independent transgene lines with fluorescenceexpressing markers integrated. Combines with earlier generated GFP expressing
introgression strains, I confirmed interacting HI loci responsible for hybrid male
fertility loss. To find a possible negative selection marker for transgenesis selection, I
tested the C. elegans negative selection marker PEEL-1 in C. briggsae, and the recently
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identified maternal toxin SUP-35. In C. briggsae, negative selection with SUP-35 is
less effective than PEEL-1 in C. elegans, and PEEL-1 was not supposed to be an
applicable negative selection marker.

4.2 Introduction
As a companion species of C. elegans, C. briggsae has a similar morphology,
developmental pattern, and a comparable genome size (Ross et al., 2011; Stein et al.,
2003; Zhao et al., 2008). As a well-characterized model animal, the C. elegans genome
has been manipulated with different genetic tools. In C. briggsae, many of the tools
have been tested with comparable efficiency as in C. elegans. For instance, ultraviolet
light coupled with trimethylpsoralen or ethyl methanesulfonate-mediated random
mutagenesis (Flibotte et al., 2010; Thompson et al., 2013), random insertions of
transgenesis by biolistic bombardment (Isik & Berezikov, 2013), and targeted
transgenesis with a transcription activator-like effector nuclease system or clustered
regulatory interspaced short palindromic repeats with the Caspase 9 (CRISPR/Cas9)
system (Sugi, 2016; Wood et al., 2011). To broadly integrate transgenesis markers into
the genome for tracing chromosomal introgression in HI study, using an effective
random integration method could reduce the labor intensity in generating a collection
of genome-wide insertions.
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Transgenesis with transposon-mediated single copy insertion was performed with a
lower efficiency in C. briggsae than in C. elegans (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2014).
Transgene in the miniMos cargo vector can be effectively inserted into the genome by
co-injecting a Mos1 transposase-expressing vector into the C. elegans distal gonad.
However, this method adopted from C. elegans was found to have a much lower
efficiency for uncharacterized reasons. Attempts including replacing the transposase
promoter sequence version from C. elegans to C. briggsae and change the promoter
from different genes were not successful.

Using an alternative approach, biolistic bombardment using phenotype rescue markers
successfully introduced GFP-expressing tags into the C. briggsae genome (Yu Bi et al.,
2015). However, tedious animal preparations and a long waiting time before the
transformed animals can be screened for transgene integration limit its application.
Furthermore, due to the dramatic mechanical shearing during transgenesis, transgenic
animals often suffer from chromosomal rearrangements and exhibit different levels of
unfitness (Yu Bi et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2018). Meanwhile, the insertion position of
bombardment introduced by transgenesis cannot be posited on the genome because of
the unknown copy of the transgene and the low resolution of the mapping method (Yan,
Bi, Yin, & Zhao, 2012).
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The lack of a more efficient transgene integration method has created obstacles in the
studies of speciation genetics between Caenorhabditis species. Postzygotic HI presents
one of the reproduction barriers to prevent gene flow between species or species. In the
interspecies hybrid, HI commonly manifests itself as hybrid male fertility loss or
overall hybrid lethality in Caenorhabditis species (Baird & Seibert, 2013). The HI
study between C. briggsae and its sister species, C. nigoni, paving the way for
speciation study using nematode as a model for the first time (Woodruff et al., 2010).
Hybrid males are sterile if fathered by C. briggsae and lethal when sired by C. nigoni,
while hybrid females from two directions of hybridization are both fertile. To isolate
the HI loci between C. briggsae and C. nigoni, a dominant and visible marker is
required for targeted introgression and tracing during backcrossing. To isolate any loci
responsible for HI phenotypes, the genomic fragment in the C. briggsae genome label
with a marker can be repeatedly backcrossed into the C. nigoni genome and facilitate
tracing of closely associated genomic fragments (Yu Bi et al., 2015). We established a
genome-wide HI map between two species using GFP markers and found that
introgression male sterility results from X-link introgressions. One of the male fertility
losses can be partially rescued by introducing a chromosome II-linked introgression.
However, it takes months to set crosses and hundreds of single-worm PCR to identify
the interacting loci with a single-color labeling system. As a result, with a dual-color
labeling system, the co-segregation of introgression loci can be tracked with minimal
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hands-on time.

In this study, I developed a single-copy gene insertion method with high efficiency in
C. briggsae based on miniMos technique. A collection of strains with a single copy of
red fluorescent marker insertions into the C. briggsae genome can facilitate tracking
interspecific HI loci and identify genome-wide interacting loci of known HI
phenotypes. Furthermore, the study of endogenous gene expression patterns in C.
briggsae is paved by this improved insertion method. Moreover, single copy insertions
into tandemly repetitive regions, such as the rDNA cluster region, can help resolve the
genomic arrangement with its unique transposon sequence. Meanwhile, we
investigated the efficiency of negative selection with peel-1 and sup-35. The newly
identified C. elegans maternal toxin SUP-35 as a negative selection marker is effective
but requires further optimization in C. briggsae.

4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Nematode strains

C. elegans, C. briggsae and C. nigoni wild isolates used were N2, AF16 and JU1421,
respectively. The C. briggsae strain ZZY0580 is a dpy-5(zzy0580) knockout strain
generated using CRISPR/Cas9 with AF16 followed by three generations of
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backcrossing to AF16. Introgression strains used were ZZY10330 (zzyIR10330 (X [cbrmyo-2p::gfp, cbr-unc-119(+)]), AF16>JU1421) (Yu Bi et al., 2015), ZZY10377
(zzyIR10377 (X [cbr-myo-2p::mCherry, neoR]) , AF16>JU1421) from C. briggsae
transgenic strain ZZY0777. Introgression strains ZZY10353 (zzyIR10353 (II [cbr-myo2p::gfp, cbr-unc-119(+)]), AF16>JU1421) (Bi et al., 2015) and ZZY10382
(zzyIR10382 (II [cbr-myo-2p::mCherry, neoR]), AF16>JU1421) from C. briggsae
transgenic strain ZZY0782. Integration coordinate of each transgenic strain generated
in this study was listed in Supplementary Table. 4.1. The C. elegans were maintained
on 1.5% NGM seeded with E. coli OP50 at room temperature and all the C. briggsae
lines and C. nigoni were cultivated in a 25°C incubator, unless specified otherwise.

4.3.2 Introgression

The interspecies introgression was performed from C. briggsae to C. nigoni as
described (Yu Bi et al., 2015). In detail, two C. briggsae transgenic strains, ZZY0777
and ZZY0782 each carries a mCherry expressing cassette on the X chromosome and
chromosome II, respectively, were backcrossed to C. nigoni for 15 generations to give
rise to ZZY10377 and ZZY10382. The C. briggsae introgression boundaries in C.
nigoni background were mapped as described (Yan et al., 2012).
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4.3.3 Molecular Biology and transgenesis

By removing the cbr-Pmyo-2::gfp::his-72 UTR fragment from pZZ0031 using KpnI
and ApaI (NEB) digestion (Yan et al., 2012), plasmid pZZ203 carrying cbr-unc-119(+)
was generated by gel purification, blunt end repair, and self-ligation. By integrating
cbr-Pmyo-2::gfp::his-72 UTR and cbr-dpy-5(+) into the miniMos transposon on
pCFJ910[NeoR] and pCFJ909[cbr-unc-119(+)], the vectors pZZ160 and pZZ161 was
generated, respectively. Derived from pZZ160, pZZ184 was constructed by replacing
the gfp::his-72 UTR and cbr-dpy-5(+) with mCherry::unc-54 UTR from pGH8
(Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2008). The negative selection marker expressing plasmids
pZZ185 and pZZ196 were derived from pCFJ601[Peft-3::Mos1 transposase::tbb-2
UTR] by replacing the transposase sequences with sup-35 coding sequences and peel1 amplified from N2, respectively. The plasmids pCFJ601, pCFJ909, pCFJ910, pGH8,
and pMA122 were contained in the kit acquired from Addgene (cat 1000000031).
Vector pZZ113 containing sgRNA expression cassette against cbr-dpy-5 was derived
from PU6::unc-119_sgRNA (Addgene plasmid #46169) and built as described
(Friedland

et

al.,

2013). The

target

sequence

of

cbr-dpy-5

gRNA is

GGAGCCCCAGGAGAGCCAGG with the protospacer adjacent motif AGG. PCR
primers used for vector construction were listed in Supplementary Table 4.2. Shown in
Supplementary Fig. 4.1 is the overview of plasmid compositions in this study.
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Plasmids for microinjection were extracted and purified using the PureLink HQ Mini
Plasmid Purification Kit (Invitrogen) or HiPure Plasmid Midiprep kit (Invitrogen).
Genomic DNAs of each strains or transgenic lines were extracted from mix-stages
animals with PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit (Invitrogen). A total DNA
concentration of 170 ng/µl of injection mixture for transformation was prepared for
each microinjection, including 20 ng/µl of miniMos insertion vector, 50 ng/µl pCFJ601
the Mos1 transposase-expressing plasmid, 10 ng/µl of red or green fluorescent coinjection markers, and 80 ng/µl of pZZ203. Plasmids pMA122, pZZ185, and pZZ196
were built to test their use as a negative selection marker. Neomycin solution was
prepared with G418 powder (ThermoFisher) in water at 12.5 mg/ml. The detailed
modified transgenic animal transformation and selection method is shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1 A modified miniMos-based transgene insertion method in C. briggsae. At
day 6 or 7, plates crowed with worms were check for transgene homozygosity by
reporter expression.
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4.3.4 Quantification of P0 insertion frequency

Plates with F1 transgenic progeny were kept and included from the number of
successfully injected P0 animals after three days of microinjection. Under a Leica
stereo-microscope, the F2 animals were screened for miniMos insertion based on
reporter expression or phenotypic rescue, and the absence of co-injection markers.
From the same P0 plate, animals confirmed with transgene integration were treated as
one independent insertion for simplicity. The P0 insertion frequency was calculated
through dividing the number of independent insertions by the total number of
successfully injected P0 animals. Mapping of insertion site by PCR amplification was
performed using two-rounds inverse PCR (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2014). The C.
briggsae genome assembly CB4 was used to report the chromosomal coordinates of
transgene (Ross et al., 2011).

4.3.5 Selection marker for transformation

For selection with neomycin resistance (NeoR), before 3 hours of heat-shock treatment
on a 35°C water bath, injected animals were allowed to recover 12 to 16 hours. The
heat-treated plates were placed at room temperature for half hour to recover. Then 500
μl of 12.5 mg/ml G418 solution was added to each 55-mm plate which contains ~6.7
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ml NGM agar. Dried plates were placed at 25°C for 6 to 7 days before selection. Twelve
F2 animals from each plate were singled onto a new NGM plate from the P0 plates
crowded with animals. Homozygosity was checked based on reporter expression in F3.
For selection with cbr-dpy-5, each F1 animals with wild-type phenotype was singled
onto a plate. Individual twelve F2 animals were singled onto a new plate from each F1
plate in which over 50% animals were dpy-5(+) ones. F2 plates without dumpy animals
and did not show visible co-injection markers were kept for genotyping.

4.3.6 Development of negative selection marker

Using the primers listed in Supplementary Table. 4.2, the cbr-hsp-16.41 promoter was
fused with peel-1::tbb-2 UTR and gfp::tbb-2 UTR by fusion PCR, respectively. The
screening method of cbr-hsp-16.41 promoter is demonstrated in Supplementary Fig.
4.2. Injection mixture was made with 70 ng/µl of pMA122, pZZ185, pZZ196 or the
PCR product, 20 ng/µl of co-injection marker vector pZZ161, 10 ng/µl of pGH8,
pCFJ90, pCFJ104, respectively, and 50 ng/µl of pZZ203. To compare the lethality of
C. briggsae before and after heat shock, an array-bearing transgenic line was generated
and embryos from the array line were harvested for overnight synchronization. The
synchronized L1 animals were divided into two groups, one was subjected to 3 hours
of 35°C heat shock treatment before normal cultivation, and the another was incubated
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at 25°C all the time as a control. Heat shock treatment of C. elegans array-carrying
lines was performed heat shock at 34°C for 3 hours. The proportion of developed adults
carrying visible marker in population was calculated.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Heat shock treatment significantly increased the efficiency of
transgene insertion

Aiming to generate C. briggsae animals expressing reporter markers, we performed the
transgenesis method as previously described (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2014); however,
our transgenesis efficiency was dissatisfactory. We injected the microinjection mixture
with a GFP-expressing cassette into the cbr-unc-119 deletion mutant strain RW20000
(Zhao et al., 2010). The low transformation efficiency and low extrachromosomal array
formation are complications associated with using phenotype rescue markers during
selection of C. briggsae transgenesis. Similarly, this was the case in the use of the
version of the rescuing gene from either C. elegans or C. briggsae, i.e., cel-unc-119(+)
or cbr-unc-119(+) (data not shown). I speculated that the low transposition efficiency
was a result of an ineffective selection marker.

To overcome the potential low transformation efficiency from unc-119, I applied the
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CRISPR/Cas9 system in C. briggsae and generated a cbr-dpy-5(-) strain ZZY0580.
dpy-5 has been observed to be efficient in C. elegans transformation (Hunt-Newbury
et al., 2007). As expected, three independent lines with single insertion of the transgene
were obtained, with cbr-dpy-5(+) as a rescue marker, after microinjecting 35 animals.
However, it is tedious to screen for rescued animals using the integrated insertion from
progeny without other effective positive or negative selection markers. Afterwards, to
effectively screen the animals not possessing a transgene, neomycin resistance was
applied as a positive selection marker (Giordano-Santini et al., 2010). The progeny of
the injected P0 without transgene was killed due to the lack of neomycin resistance;
however, the efficiency of obtaining a single-copy insertion was not improved
compared with previous studies (Fig. 4.2).

Fig. 4.2 Improved Mos1-dependent insertion frequency. Promoters of transposase
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used in this study and previous studies are indicated in the X-axis. Injected animals
with or without heat-shock treatment are indicated as hs (+) or hs (-), respectively.
n.s.: not significant

Because animals subjected to heat shock treatment have a higher transposition
frequency (Ryan, Brownlie, & Whyard, 2016), we thus speculated that the
administration of heat shock might increase the insertion frequency of Mos1
transposase in C. briggsae. Expectedly, we found that the insertion frequency was
significantly increased after heat shock in the injected animals (Fig. 4.2). Particularly,
it was increased from less than 5% to ~25% when the same GFP-expressing miniMos
vector was used. Our results also support that heat shock treatment could increase the
transposition rate.

4.4.2 A collection of single copy insertions animals expressing RFP

To complement the genetic resources consisting of GFP insertions over C. briggsae we
generated using biolistic bombardment (Yu Bi et al., 2015), we attempted to generate
a companion red fluorescence protein (RFP)-expressing transgenesis distributed over
the C. briggsae genome to isolate the potential interacting HI loci and the GFP
insertions into the genomic positions that were not covered in early introgression (Yu
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Bi et al., 2019). To this end, we generated 54 independent insertions, including 9 strains
with GFP and 45 strains with RFP, which were confirmed on C. briggsae chromosomes
(Fig. 4.3 and Supplementary Table 4.1). The positions of inserted tags show a random
crossing of the genome.

Fig. 4.3 Genomic map of fluorescence marker insertions over the C. briggsae
genome (CB4). The sequences of the inserted transgene flanking onto unassigned
contigs were not shown. The apex of triangle on the chromosome represents the
insertion position of the individual GFP or mCherry marker.

4.4.3 A dual-color labeling system for interacting HI loci screening

The introgressions of the C. briggsae X chromosome have been characterized to be
responsible for male sterility, and one of which could be rescued through chromosome
II introgression (Yu Bi et al., 2019). Introgressions from autosomes do not involve male
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fertility loss, and phenotypic marks are not suitable for C. nigoni because of their
gonochoric reproduction. Hence, identifying genome-wide interacting loci that could
rescue X-linked male sterility without dual-color labeling strains remains challenging.

Using the RFP-expressing strains generated in this study, we performed two crossing
tests based on our previous observation of X-II-interacting HI loci and further
confirmed the HI interaction (Fig. 4.4). ZZY10377 carries an X-linked introgression
derived from transgenic strain ZZY0777, and ZZY10382 carries a ChrII-linked
introgression derived from ZZY0782, having similar introgression boundaries and HI
phenotypes as ZZY10330 and ZZY10353, respectively. The dual-color labeling system
easily overcomes the segregation of GFP markers on chromosomes as evidenced by
hundreds of PCR amplifications. Substitution of either of the GFP-expressing
introgression strains with a comparable RFP-expressing strain can repeat the rescue of
male sterility in the introgression strain.

4.4.4 The lethal PEEL-1 is nonlethal in C. briggsae

The sperm-derived toxin peel-1 gene encodes a four-pass transmembrane (Seidel et al.,
2011) and is utilized as a negative selection marker to remove unwanted array-bearing
worms using MosSCI, MosDEL, and miniMos techniques (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2010,
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2014; Zeiser, Frøkjær-Jensen, Jorgensen, & Ahringer, 2011). It remarkably facilitated
the effective selection of transgene-inserted animals and reduced the burden of
screening. To find an applicable negative selection marker for transgenesis screening
in C. briggsae, we first compared the effect of C. elegans heat shock-induced peel-1
expression in C. elegans and C. briggsae. We generated array-bearing lines using a
peel-1-expressing vector. The proportion of developed adult animals possessing coinjection markers was calculated from heat shock-treated synchronized L1 animals.
Only few adult animals were observed from C. elegans; however, the proportion of
arrested animals from C. briggsae was not comparable to that in C. elegans (Fig. 4.5A).

To investigate the cause of the failure of peel-1 in C. briggsae, the C. elegans heat
shock promoter in the plasmid pMA122 was replaced by the C. briggsae equivalent
(Supplementary Fig. 4.2), and array-bearing lines were generated. However, a
significant decrease in the proportion of array-bearing animals was not observed (Fig.
4.5A). Hence, the C. briggsae heat-shock promoter was suspected to be non-functional.

To test the heat shock response using the C. briggsae heat shock promoter, arraybearing lines were generated using the fusion PCR product of the heat shock promoter
and GFP with a 3’ untranslated sequence. The induced GFP expression was observed
in C. elegans and C. briggsae after 3 hours of heat-shock treatment (data not shown),
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suggesting that the C. briggsae heat-shock promoter is functionally working, and that
the toxin PEEL-1 is nonlethal in C. briggsae. To further investigate the impact of
PEEL-1 in C. briggsae, array-bearing lines possessing an effective promoter, Peft-3,
and peel-1 were generated. Approximately one-third of the embryos with GFP
expression were arrested, but most embryos with the co-injection marker developed to
the adult stage (Fig. 4.5B). Overall, our data indicate C. briggsae developed a more
comprehensive control system than C. elegans, and this system could control the
unknown toxicity mechanisms involved in PEEL-1 overdose, thereby restraining it
from being used as a negative selection marker against extrachromosomal arrays.
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Fig. 4.4 Demonstration of dual-color labeling system in identified HI interacting
introgressions for phenotype rescue. (A) Schematic representation of the genotypes
and HI phenotypes of the introgression strains used. (B-C) Crossing of two pairs of
dual-color labeled introgression and the corresponding male fertility rescue.
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Fig. 4.5 Comparison of negative selection efficiency of PEEL-1 and SUP-35. (A)
Fraction of surviving array-bearing animals with (grey) and without (black) heat shock
treatment in C. briggsae (AF16), which carries a peel-1 driven by a heat shock
promoter as an extrachromosomal array as indicated. Notably, no significant change in
survival was observed when the hsp-16.41 promoter from C. elegans were used, as
well as the CBG19187 (cbr-hsp-16.60) promoter from C. briggsae. (B) Fraction of
arrested F1 animals presumably carrying an injection marker derived from P0, which
was injected with peel-1 driven by a constitutively expressing promoter, Peft-3. Note
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the incomplete killing of PEEL-1 expressing animals in C. briggsae. (C) Fraction of
arrested F1 animals presumably carrying a co-injection marker derived from P0, which
was injected with sup-35 driven by Peft-3. Note the complete killing of sup-35expressing animals in both C. elegans and C. briggsae. (D) Fraction of surviving arraybearing animals with (grey) and without (black) heat shock in C. elegans (N2) and C.
briggsae (AF16), which carries a sup-35 driven by a heat shock promoter from
CBG19187 (cbr-hsp-16.60) as an extrachromosomal array as indicated. Note,
following heat shock treatment, in C. elegans, whereas in C. briggsae, a significant
drop in survival was observed.

4.4.5 Limited success of using sup-35 as a negative selection marker
for extrachromosomal array

Recently, the maternal toxin SUP-35 has been characterized in C. elegans (Ben-David
et al., 2017). Here, a sup-35-expressing plasmid driven by the cel-eft-3 promoter was
generated to assess its negative-selection potential in C. briggsae (Supplementary Fig.
4.1). The SUP-35 expressing vector was co-injected with the fluorescence markers. At
the late stage of embryogenesis, F1 embryos expressing the co-injection marker were
arrested (Fig. 4.5C). This result suggested that SUP-35 overdose is an efficient toxin
against C. briggsae and that it has an outstanding potential for negative selection.
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Further, a C. briggsae heat shock promoter-driven sup-35-expressing vector was
injected to generate an extrachromosomal array. Unfortunately, a significant negative
selection effect was not observed in C. elegans (Fig. 4.5D). This can be attributed to
both PEEL-1 and ZEEL-1, which are transiently expressed in early embryogenesis, but
long durations of SUP-35 and PHA-1 expression during developmental stages.
Alternatively, larval-expressed PHA-1 is sufficient to neutralize SUP-35 toxicity in C.
elegans. Meanwhile, the C. briggsae heat-shock promoter may not respond to heatshock treatment as efficiently as that of C. elegans. Consistent with this, the heat shock
treatment showed a significant killing effect in C. briggsae carrying the same construct,
i.e., from 66.4% to 39.6% though it is not efficient enough to serve as a negative
selection marker.

4.5 Discussion
C. elegans and C. briggsae share similar morphology, physiology, and developmental
program; thus, C. elegans transgenesis methods are expected to be transferrable to C.
briggsae with little optimization. However, the miniMos-mediated insertion technique
is an exception.
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4.5.1 Potential cause of low efficiency transgenesis

The mobility of the transposon increases under environmental stress. As chaperones,
heat shock proteins facilitate the folding of other proteins into their appropriate
conformations following heat exposure, thus buffering the subsequent phenotypic
changes (Bouvet, Jacobi, Plourde, & Bernier, 2008; Liu, Chu, Choudary, & Schmid,
1995; Walbot, 1999). Meanwhile, changes in the heat shock protein expression level
also increases transposition frequency, similar to heat treatment. Here, I hypothesized
that C. briggsae possesses a more robust system that maintains genome integrity to
avoid environment-induced genome damage than C. elegans. Heat treatment or the
inhibition of the heat-shock response pathway might compromise genome integrity.
Perturbation of HSP-90 constricts the Piwi-interacting RNA silencing mechanism and
activates the transposition of transposons (Specchia et al., 2010). Consequently, before
functional characterization with heat-shock treatment, transgenic animals should be
backcrossed with wild-type animals under optimal conditions.

4.5.2 Divergent response to PEEL-1 and SUP-35 in C. briggsae

The responses of C. elegans toxins SUP-35 and PEEL-1 were divergent in C. elegans
and C. briggsae. In C. elegans, PEEL-1 is proposed as a calcium pump, thus releasing
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excess intracellular calcium (Seidel et al., 2011). Embryonic development could be
terminated by the expression of the maternal toxin SUP-35; however, its molecular
mechanism is unclear (Ben-David et al., 2017). Our data suggest that C. briggsae can
handle the toxicity of PEEL-1 but not SUP-35. However, the highly expressed sup-35
did not demonstrate promising toxicity after heat shock treatment (Fig. 4.5D). Two
possible reasons are supposed to account for inefficient killing. First, the time windows
defined for SUP-35 efficient killing was narrow, i.e., embryonic stage is the most
effective time-window. Therefore, driven by the ubiquitously expressed eft-3 promoter,
SUP-35 can kill all the embryos and early larvae. Second, the heat shock promoter may
be more effective in killing during larval development. Hence, heat-shock-induced
SUP-35 dosage was insufficient to kill C. briggsae larvae. Further optimization of the
heat-shock conditions and the use of a different heat-shock promoter should be
explored to develop an effective negative selection marker against the
extrachromosomal array in C. briggsae.
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4.6 Supplementary information

Supplementary Fig. 4.1 Overview of the plasmid construct. Vectors with Mos
elements (Mos1 5’ and Mos1 3’) are miniMos vectors used for transgene insertion.
pZZ113 is the CRISPR-Cas9 system that guides the RNA expression vector. pZZ185
and pZZ196 carry the potential negative selection marker expressing cassettes
evaluated in this study.
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Supplementary Fig. 4.2 Identification of hsp-16.41 promoter equivalent in C.
briggsae. (A) Workflow for identifying the C. briggsae heat shock promoter. The C.
elegans hsp-16.41 promoter is shared by two adjacent gene pairs, hsp-16.41, and hsp16.2. Genomic sequences spanning the two genes were aligned against the C. briggsae
genome to identify the homologous pairs. The cbr-HSP pair1 (gray) shared the highest
similarity in coding sequence to the C. elegans pair, in which CBG19185 was the best
hit of hsp-16.41. However, the cbr-HSP pair2 (brown) showed the highest similarity in
promoter sequence to the C. elegans promoter. (B) Sequence of the C. briggsae heat
shock promoter tested in this study.
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Supplementary Table 4.1 Transgene insertion site

Supplementary Table 4.2 PCR primers used for vector amplification
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